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KHWA
- Working to Grow
Your Business
The 2nd Annual Kaua’i Health and Wellness
Association Business Development Seminar
was held on October 12, 2007 at the Hilton
Kaua’i Beach Resort. It was an unprecedented
event made possible by the participation of 30
business advocates and entrepreneurs who are
devoted to the success and future of the health
and wellness industry on Kaua’i.
This Business Seminar focused on strengthening
your presence on the web, learning how to
promote your business locally through hotel
concierges and activity desks, and growing your
business globally. The seminar was designed
to encourage the implementation of positive
business practices that will create economic
stability and financial growth. With Wellness
Tourism on the rise globally, it is imperative that
we pay close attention to how we bring about
this inevitable growth on Kaua’i. The dynamic
speakers were specifically selected for their
life’s work that is in alignment with the vision
and mission of KHWA. They offered a wealth
of information to conscientious individuals
looking to take their businesses to the next
level.
Mahalo to guest speakers Michelle Harrington
of Emagine Web Design; Jodi Hashimoto Omo
of Hilton Kaua’i; Resort, Jerry Refamonte of the
Kaua’i Marriott; and to our distinguished panel
of sponsors for providing this opportunity to
grow personally as well as professionally, Beth
Tokioka, Director of the County of Kaua’i
Office of Economic Development, Sue Kanoho,
Executive Director of the Kaua’i Visitors Bureau
and Randy Francisco, President of the Kaua’i
Chamber of Commerce.
A very special Aloha and Mahalo to Fran Becker,
events chair for her leadership in bringing the
Business Development Seminar to fruition,
and to the many volunteers who generously
contributed to this event.
KHWA is a non-profit, membership-based
organization formed in October 2005 to promote
growth in the health and wellness profession on
Kaua’i. Guided by its vision, KHWA is leading
the way for members to develop a value-based
economic system in their businesses and
programs that energize and support a healthier
Kaua‘i. Membership is inclusive of all who wish
to participate in the wellness of residents and
visitors alike, not limited to only healthcareoriented members. For information on joining
and supporting KHWA visit www.kauaihwa.
org.
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Let’s Celebrate in 2008!
The 4th Annual Wellness Expo is on everyone’s
mind as the anticipation grows with each passing
day. Business owners from all over the world are
signing up for booths, making airline, hotel and
car reservations, booking venues for pre and post
workshops, redoing business cards, preparing
lectures, gathering materials and products - all to
present to you the best they have to offer. They
do this because they believe with a passionate
heart in the work they are doing. Putting on
an Expo is a huge production and it takes a
deep commitment from every fiber in each
person involved to want to make it successful.
A gathering of this magnitude takes more than
a village; it takes the desires of a unified global
community.
Teachers from as far away as Russia, Germany,
from Massachusetts to California are joining
Hawaii’s finest wellness professionals at the
Expo to educate you on new methodologies and
pathways to healthy living. Natalia Shareyko,
MD, PhD. is one of the directors of the Institute
of Biosensory Psychology in St. Petersburg,
Russia. Dr. Shareyko is a specialist in the field of
biosensory psychology will be doing a workshop
on Theory and Practice of Extrasensory
Perception, “Self-healing and Success. Health
practitioner, Rita Harrison from Germany is
introducing the Willow System Therapies; Anne
B Kay. MS, RD, RYT will be on island from the
east coast to share Every Bite is Divine - Tools for
Healthy Lifestyles; Dr. John Char, DSS from Oahu
will be lecturing on Pain Elimination Therapy
and many are returning from past Expos. A full
schedule of lectures and workshops is on our
website www.inspirationjournal.com.

new science presents to us; and to learn how it
can change your life is even more exciting. We
have printed several articles on quantum physics
being used in healing modalities, now we have
an opportunity to dive deeper into this unknown
to gain fascinating insights to how it all worksatoms, parallel universes, no time zones, black
holes, infinite infinity... and beyond!
Sponsors and volunteers are the foundation of
these events. With their help we are able to invite
internationally renowned motivational and
educational speakers who enhance our lives, put
on a quality program that supports the health and
wellness industry and provide our island visitors
an opportunity to have a unique and memorable
experience while on vacation. Mahalo! To our
sponsors and volunteers for contributing to the
success of these Expos. A full report will be in the
March 2008 issue.
A special Mahalo to Mayor Brian Baptiste, Beth
Tokioka, Director of the Kauai Office of Economic
Development and Robbie Kaholokula for their
continued support of the Expo and the health
and wellness industry with the County Product
Enrichment Program (CPEP) Grant.
Kick off this year with the determination to
nurture your mind, body and spirit. Come to the
Expo to explore, learn, taste, indulge and feel! It’s
time to wake up and come alive! Be part of this
magnificent senses expanding event and join us in
supporting the health and wellness industry - all
for you and a healthy Kaua’i.
See you at the Expo! Enjoy and Celebrate 2008!

Our Mission:
To inspire, engage and challenge
humanity to expand its consciousness
so that each individual may share
his or her highest contribution
of service to self and others
for a joyful and balanced life.

I am thrilled to present Fred Alan Wolf, PhD
as keynote of this year’s Expo. Dr. Wolf is a
renowned quantum physicist, a popular lecturer,
highly regarded for his simplification of the new
the physics. His animated and humorous style
makes this complex subject understandable
and appealing to non-scientists, like me. Of Dr.
Wolf’s presentation, Kauai’s Jana Joy says “Dr.
Wolf is like a cosmic giggle who can take you
to depths you’ve not been before.” In college,
I avoided the typical science classes and opted
for oceanography, astronomy and geophysics in
order to graduate. So with very little confidence
in my ability to grasp quantum physics, I began
reading Taking the Quantum Leap and soon
found myself engaging others in stimulating
conversations on the unlimited possibilities this

Char

4th Annual Kauai Wellness Expo
“A Healthy Kauai”
January 26 - 27, 2008
Kauai War Memorial Convention Center
4191 Hardy Street, Lihue, Kauai HI 96766

Fred Alan Wolf, PhD

Keynote Presentation
January 26, 2008
Book signing 4:00 pm, Presentation 5:30 pm,
Private Reception following.
Tickets: General $40, VIP $60,
VIP & Reception $100
Expo Hours: Sat, Jan 26 9:00 a to 5:00 pm
Sun, Jan 27 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Expo Admission: $5 day, $8
both Free: Children under 13 and Seniors
For information visit www.inspirationjournal.
com or call 808-652-4328
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What’s
Luck
Got to
Do With
It? How Quantum Physics Can Change Your Life
By Fred Alan Wolf, Ph.D.

E

Ever wonder how lucky or unlucky you are? Or do you think that
whatever success or failure you’ve had had nothing to do with luck
at all?

in quantum physics are relevant to our everyday experiences, you can
actually alter the crapshoot of life, so long as you begin seeing things
quantum mechanically, and take appropriate action in doing so.

Well, if the quantum world has anything to do with it, not a single moment
has passed without Lady Luck looking over your shoulder as you attempt
to draw to that inside straight called the game of life. But if the quantum
world has anything to say about it, there is a way to beat Lady Luck at her
game. All you need to do is look vigilantly and carefully at the world—and
take action with that same care and vigilance.

According to quantum physics, there is no reality until that reality is
perceived. We call this “the observer effect.” Because we don’t typically
pay attention to ourselves in the perception process, our immediate
experience usually will not appear to show how our act of perception
changed anything. However, if we construct a careful history of our
perceptions, it will often show us that our way of perceiving did indeed
change the course of our personal history.

Observing in the Quantum World

This may make sense to you when looking at something new and deciding
what it means. But you may wonder, “I’m not actually changing reality, am
I? I’m just changing my interpretation of reality.” The answer, as surprising
as it may seem, is that you are in fact changing reality by the manner you
go about observing it.

Quantum physics is the theory of the behavior of matter and energy,
particularly at the level of atoms and subatomic particles. It is nearly
impossible to imagine the strange behavior of matter at this level using
our common sense. An electron in an atom, for example, performs a trick
much like the crew aboard Star Trek’s U.S.S. Enterprise when it “beams”
from one energy level to another. It simply jumps from one place to
another without passing in between.
If we aren’t watching this electron jump, then we have no control as
to when this will happen. But suppose we do watch? Ah, that changes
everything.
The quantum physical worldview is very different from the way in which
we have become accustomed to looking at the world. In our ordinary,
everyday lives, this difference seems very slight. But if current experiments

16
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How to Make a Watched Pot Never Boil
In the world described successfully by quantum mechanics, observers
ultimately and fundamentally affect the universe whenever they observe it
or anything in it. This is so because it is not possible to observe everything
about reality in any observation. If we refine our ability to see by looking at
atomic and subatomic processes, this realization would be very apparent
and the different possibilities would be quite magnified and astonishing
to our normal way of seeing.

Mind

Take the old proverb “a watched pot never boils.” Now
imagine a tiny quantum-sized pot of water being heated
on a really tiny stove. We all know that heated pots of
water will in fact come to a boil, given a little time.
You would certainly think that a watched quantum
pot would also boil. It turns out, however, that if you
vigilantly watch the pot, it will never boil. In fact, all
vigilantly watched “quantum pots” refuse to boil, even
if they are heated forever.
The only requirement for this to happen is that
observers must have the intent to see the object—
in this case, the quantum pot—in its initial state
by persistently observing it the same way in each
moment of observation. This intent is determined by
the frequency of their observations. They must look
repeatedly, in very short time intervals—and if they do,
they find the object in the same state as it was the last
time they looked.
Suppose a physicist doesn’t watch vigilantly. Or suppose that she or he does,
but does so with the intent of seeing the situation evolve naturally. Then
what? If the physicist looks intermittently, expecting it to boil eventually,
the pot will follow its natural unobserved course and will boil.
These observations, because they are infrequent, have little effect on the
natural result. Or, if they wish, the physicists may vigilantly observe the
object along its natural evolution by narrowing their vision to observe
only pots that have reached the expected goals at the appropriate times. In
other words, a watched pot boils if you intend it to.

A Watched Life
I’m referring here to boiling pots of water, but I’m sure you see how the
principle applies to your life, to the pursuits and aims you care about in
your life, and to the power of your consistent intent.
I must point out here that “intents” and “intentions” are not the same
things. Intent refers to a vigorous action of vigilant observation along a
specific path of evolution. It matters little what you hope for or even what
you passively expect will happen. You need to actively pursue your vision
in order to manifest your intent in the physical world, not passively dream
about it or simply hope it will come true.
Thus, intent requires a quantum physical basis, a basis that in our own
everyday lives looks like this: hard work with lots of desire.
If this “watched-pot” theory turns out to be as true at the human level
of our everyday achievements, then our desires and the actions that
accompany them are what actually govern our daily lives.
What does luck have to do with? Nothing!

Join Dr. Wolf at the Kauai Wellness Expo on January 26,
2007 at 4:00 pm Book signing and 5:30 pm Presentation
followed by a VIP Reception.
Fred Alan Wolf is a physicist, writer, and lecturer who earned his Ph.D. in theoretical physics at UCLA in 1963.
He continues to write, lecture throughout the world, and conduct research on the relationship of quantum
physics to consciousness. He is the National Book Award Winning author of Taking the Quantum Leap. He is
a member of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Collegium of Scholars.
Dr. Wolf has taught at the University of London, the University of Paris, and the Hahn-Meitner Institute for
Nuclear Physics in Berlin, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and San Diego State University in the United
States. His work in quantum physics and consciousness is well known through his popular and scientific
writing. He is the author of eleven books Parallel Universes, The Dreaming Universe, The Eagle’s Quest, The
Spiritual Universe, Mind into Matter, Matter into Feeling, The Yoga of Time Travel: How the Mind Can Defeat
Time, and his latest book Dr. Quantum Presents, A Little Book of Big Ideas.
Dr. Wolf’s fascination with the world of physics began one afternoon as a child at a local matinee, when
the newsreel revealed the awesome power and might of the world’s first atomic explosion. This fascination
continued, leading Wolf to study mathematics and physics.
Wolf’s inquiring mind has delved into the relationship between human consciousness, psychology, physiology,
the mystical, and the spiritual. His investigations have taken him from intimate discussions with physicist
David Bohm to the magical and mysterious jungles of Peru, from master classes with Nobel Laureate Richard
Feynman to the high deserts of Mexico, from a significant meeting with Werner Heisenberg to the hot coals
of a firewalk.
In academia, Dr. Wolf has challenged minds at San Diego State University, the University of Paris, the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, the University of London, Birkbeck College, and many other institutions of higher
learning. Wolf is best known for his contributions through technical papers and popular books, but he is
frequently in demand as a lecturer, keynote speaker, and consultant to industry and the media.
Wolf is well known for his simplification of the new physics and is perhaps best known as the author of Taking
the Quantum Leap, which, in 1982, was the recipient of the prestigious National Book Award for Science.
Former professor of physics at San Diego State University for twelve years, Dr. Wolf lectures, researches, and
teaches worldwide. Dr. Wolf has also appeared as the resident physicist on The Discovery Channel’s The Know
Zone and on many radio talk shows and television shows across the United States and abroad.
www.fredalanwolf.com

www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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The Power of

Words
and Your Health

By Cynthia Chareunsouk, D.C.

S
Sticks

and stones may break my bones, but
words will never hurt me. Contrary to popular
belief, this is a childhood myth. Many of us go
about our daily lives, neglecting the power of
words and its affect on our health. Some have
unfortunately created a chronic illness with the
power of their own subconscious minds.

Healing with Self Love
There are many types of healing, and all healing
must first take place with unconditional self
love. When people neglect themselves, and
constantly put others’ needs before their own,
illness may arise. Healing with self love must
begin with total acceptance of who you are and
what you represent.
If we constantly put others’ needs before our
own, we are subconsciously programming
ourselves to believe that no one will love us
unless we put them first. But the opposite is
true. At first, this may seem selfish, but it is
merely staying present and true to yourself at
that given moment. A good analogy would be
when you are on an airplane, and the flight
attendant instructs you that you must put
on your own oxygen mask prior to “helping
others.” The cliché is true; you cannot love
others until you truly love yourself and vice
versa.
Once you take complete ownership of what
happens in your life, opportunities for
improvement will come knocking on your
door.

Symptoms as Gifts
When you become connected with your true
inner self, you will be able to hear the dialogue
that goes on between your mind and body.
Our bodies are very intelligent systems which
attempt to communicate with us via symptoms
when something is not functioning properly.
Consider the minor discomforts as gifts toward
helping you to achieve optimal wellness.

Interpreting Your Symptoms
Symptoms are a result of stored poisons, toxins
or blockages which are caused by an imbalance
in our personal “Triad of Health.” Applied
Kinesiology, a technique founded by Dr. George
J. Goodheart, has defined the Triad of Health
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as a balance between structural, biochemical
(nutritional) and emotional aspects in our
lives. This technique is also commonly utilized
to help patients diagnose the root cause of their
symptoms, opposed to chasing them.
When we have symptoms such as headaches,
neck or back pain, anxiety, chronic fatigue,
allergies, asthma, depression and high blood
pressure – our bodies are attempting to tell us
that something is out of balance. The imbalance
can be structural, biochemical or emotional.
Structural - When you sprain your ankle, it
swells up, notifying you not to use it so that
it can heal.
Biochemical – If you were to experience food
poisoning, your body immediately tries to
purge the toxins out of your body via vomiting
or diarrhea. If you have shoulder pain, it may
be merely referred pain from your gallbladder.
Emotional – Have you ever been so nervous
that you had an upset stomach, sweated
profusely or had the feeling of “butterflies” in
your stomach? Are certain negative emotions
affecting your physical body, and creating
chronic pain or discomfort?
Rather than eradicating your body’s symptoms
with medication, which only mask the problem,
get to the true root cause of why you are
experiencing those symptoms in the first place.
Learn to listen to your body’s intelligence, and
you will be surrounded with an abundance of
health and happiness.

Need Help?
There are times when we become so imbalanced
that it is difficult for us to listen to our bodies.
Sometimes, the human body also reacts to
certain situations subconsciously, leaving our
bodies in confusion. When this happens, there
are many health practitioners and coaches that
can help. One of the most profound techniques
that helps us identity “stuck emotions” is Neuro
Emotional Technique (NET).
NET, founded by Dr. Scott Walker, is a
psychosomatic/somatopsychic stress reduction
intervention aimed at emotional and physical

health improvement.
Certain emotions can
affect us long after
the original event
that caused them,
so NET is used to
identify and release
emotional
patterns
which affect your body
physiologically. More information about NET
can be found at www.netmindbody.com.
The American Heritage Dictionary defines
emotion as “A mental state that arises
spontaneously rather than through conscious effort
and is often accompanied by physiological changes.”
Award-winning neuroscientist Dr. Candace
Pert, has demonstrated that neuropeptides are
the molecular basis for emotions. Emotions
are thoughts converted into matter. We need
to understand that emotions live in our bodies
and interact with our cells and tissues.
Dr. Masaru Emoto, author of The Hidden
Messages in Water, discovered that human
vibrational energy, thoughts, words, music and
ideas instantaneously change water’s molecular
structure. Feelings of love, kindness, and
beauty created symmetrical, pleasing crystals,
whereas harsh, destructive words created
chaotic, fragmented images. The human body
is comprised of about 75-95% water. Other
research has also shown evidence of changes
in live blood cell analysis due to varying
emotional patterns.
The words and thoughts that we utilize affect
us and our surroundings on a cellular level.
Thoughts tend to be very contagious. Are you
contributing positively or negatively? Do you
view every challenge as an opportunity? At the
point of complete darkness in your life, do you
see the beginning of light? Everyone has heard
of the glass half full versus half empty; stay
positive, and always maintain an attitude of
gratitude. It may be your missing link toward
complete happiness, health and wellness.
Chiropractic Kinesiology
400 Hobron Lane Ste 315
Honolulu, HI 96814
(808) 692-2470 www.waikikihealth.com

Fusion of Eastern
and Western Medicine

Body

By Ann Ravelo

In

the lush
green
setting
of the Ko`olau
mountains sits
Dr.
Elizabeth
Chen Christenson’s clinic. A tall,
posed Chinese woman, dressed in
a white doctor’s coat, slacks and
beautifully embroidered Chinese
slippers, Dr. Christenson greets me
at the door. Her smile is wide and
welcoming as she ushers me past
her entry way which is filled from
ceiling to floor with
her framed medical
certificates, awards
and degrees.
Speaker
Inside her treatment room, she
opens the curtains to reveal the
breathtaking view, so different
from a typical hospital where the
patient finds four walls, a table
and anatomic posters. Here, one is
greeted with a landscape of green
mountains and gracefully swaying
trees. Immediately, the patient is
relaxes and healing can begin.
Healing begins from within. By
utilizing a fusion of Eastern
medicine,
based
on
Taoist
philosophy which dates back 8000
years, and Western medicine, which
is only around 150 years old, Dr.
Christenson blends the best of both
worlds for total patient healing—
emotional, spiritual and physical.
However, Dr. Christenson insists
that the first step in the success of
her treatment is that “the patient
has to be willing to be open to the
experience.”
Born into a family of medical
doctors, then going to medical
school herself, Dr. Christenson
was convinced that Western
medicine was the best. She received
her medical education in Siena,
Italy and served her residency,
as Doctor of Pathology, at Mercy
Family Practice Center in Toledo.
She is also a life-member of the
American Medical Association.
After practicing medicine in
hospitals,
Dr.
Christenson
routinely saw patients whose pain
Western medicine could not help.
Doctors would try different pain
medications and adjust dosages.
When all failed, the doctor would

tell these pain-stricken patients that
they were sorry, there was nothing
they could do; the patients were
termed “difficult” patients who
just needed to live with their pain.
Pharmaceutical companies state
that their medicine will work 80%
of the time, but what about the 20%
of patients who don’t respond? Dr.
Christenson could not turn away
the 20% and, having taken the
Hippocratic Oath, felt responsible
to find a way to treat these difficult
patients and make them feel better.

It was while attending a conference
at the Medical College of Ohio that
Dr. Christenson was introduced
to
acupuncture.
The lecturer spoke
about the patients
whom
Western
medicine doesn’t
help, and this
reverberated with
Dr. Christenson’s
feelings. She went
on to study with a
Chinese physician
in
Washington,
D.C. and then
continued
her
education in an
acupuncture
course at UCLA. At this point Dr.
Christenson realized that her medical
training had come full circle. It had
taken her 20 years to go back to her
roots and learn how to blend both
Eastern and Western philosophies.
By doing so, she became able to
enhance and support the body’s
own intelligence in healing itself.
Then Dr. Christenson takes it one
step further—she empowers her
patients to heal themselves.
Dr. Christenson explains that when
we have a blockage in the body
the flow is stopped—which causes
disease. “Acupuncture unblocks the
obstruction – allows the flow – and
the body naturally knows what to
do. The flow is the Qi – the highest
divine knowledge - the bioforce
energy.”
In sync with nature, Traditional
Chinese Medicine (known in the
medical world as TCM) is based on
the theory of observing the natural
phenomena of the environment.

TCM theory asserts that processes
of the human body are interrelated
and in constant interaction with the
environment. Signs of disharmony
help the TCM practitioner to
understand, treat and prevent
illness and disease.

Acupuncture is based on the Five
Element Theory: Wood, Fire,
Earth, Metal and Water; in Chinese
– Jue, Zhi, Gong, Shang and Yu.
These in turn are all related to the
seasons, climates, our body organs,
colors, taste, balanced emotions,
imbalanced emotions, sounds,
tones, musical notes and the
spiritual. Dr. Christenson shares
a chart which
explains
the
elements and how
they correlate with
one another. She
explains, “When
you
have
an
adverse reaction
to
antibiotics,
it affects your
kidneys
and
often causes ear
infections.” A look
at the chart shows
that the kidneys
and
ears
are
connected under the element Water.
By understanding the chart, the
acupuncturist is able to determine
where the blockage may be and
what mothering element needs to
be released or suppressed in order
to treat the pain. When the chart
is explained by Dr. Christenson,
the science of it all is so simple it
is beautiful.
Dr. Christenson doesn’t discredit
Western medicine and she praises
its advances in technology, such
as MRIs, surgery and transplants.
“Western medicine serves as
proof of what Chinese medicine
has understood and practiced for
centuries, but has not been able
to scientifically conclude,” says Dr.
Christenson. Such is the case of a
man who received a transplant after
a motorcycle accident. The energy
of the new organ shifted the man’s
dietary needs and eating habits.
This verified TCM’s philosophy of
the flowing of the energy, the Qi as
it circulates through the body.

“However,” states Dr. Christenson,
“Western thought is to get rid of
the bad guys, rather than finding
the need to support the whole body
system.” She maintains that she
doesn’t treat cancer, but supports
the healthy part to unblock the
channel. “Any surgery will block
a channel. If you don’t have good
soil – nourishment - that is part of
the healing…then, healing will be
hampered.” Good soil comes from
a healthy environment, healthy
relationships and healthy eating.
“If you start from a very healthy
foundation, you can bounce back
quicker, recover quicker,” says Dr.
Christenson.
And, if you don’t have good soil?
Dr. Christenson recommends not
only ridding yourself of the illness
and pain, but to return to a healthy
lifestyle. “Nourish yourself with
emotional spiritual food. “What are
you watching on TV, or what type
of music are you listening to?” asks
Dr. Christenson.
With this final question, Dr.
Christenson excuses herself for a
moment and returns with a therapy
harp. She strums just a few strings
and explains, “Do you hear that?
Immediately, patients who are
filled with anxiety are brought to
calmness because their spirit hears
the harp. Then you can treat them.”
Dr. Christenson is also the Director
of the Board of Sounding Joy Music
Therapy in Hawai`i. She is a Certified
Therapeutic Harp Practitioner
through the international Harp
Therapy Program. The use of harp
therapy in hospices is instrumental
in easing the inevitable. A patient
surrounded by tearful loved ones
may find dying difficult and
traumatic. But the beautiful spirit
of the harp music, “just grounds
the whole emotion of the room and
patients may find their peaceful
place and send their soul,” says Dr.
Christenson. With this, she plays
“Amazing Grace” on her harp. The
winds of Koolau accompany her
melodic refrain sending my spirit
soaring and my Qi flowing.
For more information about Dr. Chen
Christenson please visit
www.chimedicalcenter.com.

www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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THE REAL CAUSE OF PAIN
Symptom Relief verses Natural Healing.

Speaker

by Dr. John Char

P

Pain is beneficial in diagnosing certain medical conditions.

However, it
does not reveal what pain is. To get the full concept of pain it is important
to understand the electro-physiology of the body and the emotional
component that is associated with it. The body has millions of biologically
closed electrical circuits. These wonderfully tuned and balanced circuits
connect virtually all cells. Every cell is a tiny chemical/electric generator
connected electrically to other cells. Electrical energy does not only
travel through the nerves; blood and blood vessels are also conductors.
Electricity flows through muscles, tendons, ligaments, lymphatic vessels,
bones, etc. Every living cell has an electric potential and all bodily
functions are controlled electrically.
When an injury takes place, cells send a quick burst of electricity to the
brain. If pain continues it indicates there is some tissue which has been
damaged and electrical connections between cells have been broken. The
brain senses the injury because of signals sent from the damaged tissue
to the brain. The pain signal, however, is not the pain. Pain is a broken
or suppressed electrical signal between cells in the injured tissue. Failure
of electrical connections between cells (blockage of Qi or life force) is
not only the cause of pain, but it is also considered to be the cause of all
degenerative diseases according to traditional Chinese medicine.
Traditional Chinese medicine defines pain as a “stagnation of blood” or a
“blockage of Qi.” This can be interpreted as an interruption or blocking
of the body’s electrical circuits. Pain occurs when the body’s electrical
circuits are broken, cut, shut off or suppressed. If you restore electrical
conductivity through the part of the body that hurts, you can stop any
pain. If you maintain conductivity, the pain will not return.
The root cause of pain can be healed naturally when the body is able
to reconnect broken circuits. When we hit our thumb with a hammer it
hurts because electrical connections between the cells have been broken.
It stops hurting when the body is able to repair and restore the injury and
broken circuits. By finding and reconnecting broken circuits, the body can
heal itself of virtually any pain.
Not everyone with an injury, inflammation, pinched nerve, nerve damage,
adhesion, or torn ligament has pain. Nerves can function perfectly with
no pain even when the nerves are pinched. The reverse is also true.
Individuals can have severe pain even if the nerve is not compressed.
Imaging devices such as X-rays, CT scans, and MRIs can show where
the nerve is pinched, but tell nothing about the type of signal traveling
through the nerve.
The brain processes impulses created by pain through a mechanism
of transmission and chemical responses which alert us of the presence
of pain. Studies have shown how these pain signals are transmitted.
Endogenous neuroactive substances such as endorphins and enkephelins
in the brain and spinal column have been found to control the perception
of pain. Prostaglandin and bradykinin are released at the sight of injury,
alerting the body of a broken circuit.
Blocking pain signals to the brain renders temporary relief, but does not
connect the broken circuits (gate theory of blocking pain by Wall and
Melzak). Masking the pain with medication may be harmful since pain
signals cannot be suppressed without suppressing other vital functions.
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Some drugs such as narcotics and steroids have harmful side effects and
are addictive. Suppressing sensory nerves with medication may also
suppress motor, bowel, kidney, liver, respiratory and mental functions or
cause gastrointestinal bleeding. All pain killers cut the communication
between the brain and the part that hurts. The pain is still there, but the
conscious mind is not picking up the phone and listening. Meanwhile, the
condition may get worse. Symptoms may also return because memory
brain cells present in the hippocampus associated to spiritual, emotional,
mental or physical pain will recall and respond to the original pain signals
even while taking medication.
Acupuncture presents evidence of being able to “turn on” broken circuits,
but cannot accurately measure the results. Acupuncture, like other
pain therapies, requires multiple treatments. What is needed is not just
something to turn on the failed circuits, but something to keep them
turned on so the pain will not return.
Although operations to sever nerves to block nerve impulses can provide
immediate relief, the benefits rarely last more than six months to a year
and may be followed by intense burning pain that is worse than the
original complaint.
Electrical resistance can play a role in reducing pain. Just touching
someone and holding pressure reduces the electrical resistance as much
as 200%, thereby increasing the flow of electricity (a phenomenon that
can be measured and quantified). This is why touch can heal people,
why massage is therapeutic, why babies have to be held, caressed and
cuddled to develop normally. This is why acupuncture and acupressure
work. Just putting an acupuncture needle in the body can dramatically
decrease the resistance and increase the flow of electricity. We are aware
of the sensation of touch because cells are pushed closer together. This
decreases the electrical resistance between cells. Decreasing the electrical
resistance increases the flow of electricity to the brain. The increased flow
of electricity is what tells us we have been touched.
When there is pain, the part of the body that hurts always has more
electrical resistance. This means the electrical signals between cells are
suppressed. If you can restore the flow of electricity through the painful
area, the pain will go away -- often immediately. If you can keep the
circuits turned on, the pain will not return.
Understanding the real cause of pain has led to the development of a new
highly effective technology used to eliminate pain through connecting
broken circuits. Look for Vital
Harmonys’ Bio-Harmonizers and
Bio-Resonators in your local area.
With these simple tools anyone has
the potential to live pain free.
Dr. John Char and Dr. Nick Lamothe will be
demonstrating the pain and allergy elimination
techniques on Janurary 25, and at the Wellness
Expo on Janurary 26 and 27 on Kaua`i. For
further information, go to Vitalharmonys.com or
call Dr. John Char at 808 387 2298.

Spirit

An Intimate

Relationship
with
Money
I
Intimacy is not typically something people associate with their
money. In fact, money often triggers negative feelings such as the
fear of inadequacy, obsession with its accumulation, or the disgust
of materialism or greed. Indeed, it is because money has such an
emotional charge for most people that it is one of the most intimate
relationships we have.
Some of the characteristics of intimacy – closeness, involvement,
familiarity, belonging – reflect the truth about our interaction with
money. After all, it is typically something we think about and use
nearly every day. How people feel about this relationship varies,
however, based on their life experience in generating, saving,
spending and investing it, as well as how they
see it at use in the world. Two distinctions
merit consideration here: (1) money itself is
values-neutral; and (2) money reflects who we
are and our individual and social priorities.

By Michael Kramer, M.Ed., AIFTM

Speaker

Look at how money comes into your life: does is support your
values? Engaging in activities which bring in cash without much
satisfaction makes us a slave to the work and the dollar and does not
connect us to our personal power. Search your soul, do what you
love, and you will feel better about the role of money in your life.
Consciously examining your spending habits is another way to get to
know your financial patterns. Decide if the
things you spend your money on contribute
to your health and the well-being of those
around you. Do you buy biodegradable or
plastic items, take classes or buy cigarettes or
buy from or invest in conscious companies
or those which exploit their employees,
communities, and environment? Once you
look at everything you buy, you begin to see
that every choice you make is a reflection of your values, and this
is an incredibly powerful realization. You may never shop the same
way again.

Choose to use money
to regenerate your
body, mind,
heart and soul.

Certainly money can be used to exploit people
and the environment, its relentless pursuit
can sacrifice our humanity and it can steer
policy away from the public interest. Abuse of money can create
wealth inequities, price gouging, and profiteering from violations of
basic human rights such as health, liberty, and clean air and water.
But every day people can make choices about whether or not to
use money as a tool to create the type of reality they wish to see in
their own lives and in the world. In other words, rather than being
victimized by the power of money, people can use money to manifest
dreams, create social justice and facilitate ecological stewardship.

For many Americans who live beyond their means through debt, it’s
easy to associate money with stress. Those who see life as survivalof-the-fittest and compare their own financial capacity to that of
others who have more can easily develop feelings of inadequacy or
jealousy, or even anger at how those with significant resources may
use their economic power to intentionally or unintentionally cause
harm.
The first step to empowering yourself in relationship to money is
to stop comparing yourself to what others are doing. You are where
you are, be at peace with that. It doesn’t mean you have to let go of
goals, just accept your current situation, as it reflects you doing the
best you can right now, regardless of how much you make or save
or what kinds of material items you possess. None of that matters.
Happiness has little to do with money.

Choose to use money to regenerate your body, mind, heart and soul.
Pay your own savings first as a line item in your budget; keep six
months of living expenses in reserve just in case. Use money to
heal yourself and those around you. Use it to help those in need, to
change capitalism and politics, and to preserve the natural resources
of the planet. You can even make money and make a difference
simultaneously by screening your portfolio according to your values
to steer clear of that which you find ethically objectionable while
supporting the transition to a more just and sustainable planetary
civilization.
This is the foundation for establishing a loving inner relationship to
financial matters. There are poor people who feel content, and wealthy
people who feel dissatisfied, so perception of your circumstances
and clarifying your values can facilitate a powerful transformation
in deepening an intimate relationship to your money.
Michael Kramer is managing partner and Accredited Investment
Fiduciary with Natural Investments LLC, Hawaii’s only firm exclusively
managing portfolios of socially responsible investments. He is
speaking at Inspiration’s Kauai Wellness Expo2008 and can also be
reached at Michael@NaturalInvesting.com or 808-331-0910.
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Are Baby Boomers Taking Care of Their Parents???
Yes! Big Time!

B

By Donna Schmidt

Professional
Case
Managers
- A valuable
resource in
caring for
loved ones

Baby boomers are often faced with a challenge,
which leads to the being referred to as the
‘sandwich generation.’ Along with taking
care of children and funding young adults in
college, many often add an additional family
function of caring for aging parents. The
matrix of resources, funding sources, caregivers
and residential care providers is complex and
requires a steep learning curve for those who are
unfamiliar with the long term care industry.
A national trend toward community based long
term care brings a unique set of challenges.
Providing supportive services in-home to delay
or prevent the need for institutional placement
puts a much heavier burden on family and loved
ones. Identifying service providers, monitoring
the care of loved ones, managing the medical
care and at times providing personal care can
become a full time job.
Over the years of providing residential long
term care to individuals and their families,
I have had the privilege of assisting many
families create viable options and solutions for
their loved ones. Family members come with
concerns about the cost of providing personal
care for elders, monitoring and supervision of
caregivers hired to provide home care, long term
care planning and the general health and safety
of their loved ones. These concerns mount
up and consume precious time and resources.
The stress carried with these concerns impacts
the health and wellbeing of those involved in
coordinating and at times providing care. Too
often I meet these families at a crisis point when
time is of the essence and choices are limited.
The case management process is a key in
developing and sustaining a plan of community
based long term care. Case management is
a systematic and definitive process which
includes assessment, care plan development
and implementation, monitoring, evaluation
and termination. Professional nursing and
social service assessments identify medical and
personal care needs as well as eligibility for long
term care assistance.
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The care plan emerges from these assessments.
Care planning is best when completed in
collaboration with a team of care providers
including the family, primary care physician
and care management team. It incorporates
community resources, entitlements and
identifies providers for each unmet need.
Once the care plan is developed, the
case management team is responsible for
implementing and monitoring the services
identified. Implementation begins with the
training of the personal care attendants and
delegating skilled nursing tasks. The ongoing
monitoring and supervision of the service
providers are all part of the work of the case
management team. Families should be sure
to consult a case manager when creating a
sustainable plan of residential long term care
for loved ones.
Professional case managers have extensive
knowledge about the costs, quality and
availability of services in the community. The
State of Hawaii is fortunate to have a broad
infrastructure of case management services.
Three professional organizations provide
professional development opportunities to
the case management professionals. The Case
Management Council has a membership of
licensed case management agencies providing
case management in foster family homes.
The Hawaii Association of Case Managers is
a group of private and agency case managers
working primarily with the aging and disabled
population. The Case Manager Society of
America is a group of case managers focused
on case nanagement within the insurance
industry.
For more information contact Donna Schmidt
at (808) 676-1195
Donna Schmidt, LCSW is President,
CEO of Case Management, Inc, serving Hawaii’s elders and
disabled since 1998. She had been president of the
Case Management Council from 2004
to the present www.cmihawaii.com

QUESTION MARK

- ASK THE NATURAL CHEF

Chef Mark Reinfeld
Author, Vegan World Fusion Cusine and The 7-Minute Chef

cipes
DR: Any favorite re
h us that
you could share wit
cleanse?
would support this

[Q&A] Winter Cleanse Interview
by Dr. Devin Ryerson of Pure Prescriptions www.pureprescriptions.com
DR: Here we are in the middle of winter.
Can you recommend a simple cleanse
for folks wishing to detoxify.
Sure. Here is a gentle 7-day cleanse that
most people should be able to follow. First,
pick a 7-day period for the cleanse, timing
it so that Day 4 is a day off, where you can
rest, take a relaxing walk, get a massage or
a colonic. Starting on Day 1, we are going
to eat/drink lighter and lighter with each
passing day until Day 4, the peak cleansing
day where we ingest the least. After the
peak day, we begin to slowly include more
and heavier items until returning to our
regular schedule on Day 8.
Spend as much time as possible in nature,
enjoying the fresh air and taking deep
slow breaths. You may also consider going
to a sauna a few times to assist in removing
toxins. A dry skin brush before bathing
would also be helpful. Drink plenty of
liquids throughout the cleanse to avoid
dehydration.
Day 1. Enjoy fresh organic fruit and juices,
large salads, lightly steamed vegetables
and cooked grain like quinoa. See below
how to prepare this delicious grain. You
may also enjoy a baked potato or yam with
lunch or dinner. For dressing on the salad
and quinoa, try flax oil, fresh squeezed
lemon juice and a dash of Celtic sea salt.
Day 2. Go raw. Enjoy fresh organic fruit
and juices and delicious smoothies (see
below). Lunch can consist of large mixed
salad with fresh vegetables and avocado.
For dressing on the salad, try flax oil, fresh
squeezed lemon juice and a dash of Celtic
sea salt. Dinner may consist of a large fruit
salad.
Day 3. Fruit and juice. Start the day with a
glass of fresh squeezed orange juice diluted

a bit with water. Today is fresh juicy fruits,
juices and herbal teas. A wonderful drink
is the New Greens tonic. See below for
recipe.
Day 4. Peak cleansing day. Drink fresh
organic juices only, slightly diluted with
filtered water. You may also drink one or
two glasses of the new greens tonic. Try
drinking herbal teas and/or filtered water
with fresh squeezed lemon juice.
Day 5. Fresh juicy fruits. Start the day
with a glass of fresh squeezed orange juice
diluted a bit with water. Today is fresh
juicy fruits, juices and herbal teas. You
may have one or two smoothies later in
the day.
Day 6. Fruit and juices only for the first
part of day. Late afternoon meal may
include a large salad with avocado and a
flax oil, lemon juice dressing. Dinner may
consist of a large fruit salad.
Day 7. Fruit and juices only for the first
part of day. Lunch may include a large
salad with avocado and a flax oil, lemon
juice dressing. For dinner you may enjoy
another large salad with lightly steamed
vegetables and cooked grain like quinoa.
You may also enjoy a baked potato or yam
with dinner.
Day 8 and beyond. Ending the Cleanse.
It’s very important how we end the cleanse.
Our goal with this cleanse is to emerge at
the end with positive eating patterns and a
healthier diet. Please avoid fried and greasy
foods and heavily refined products with
chemical preservatives. A few additional
days without animal products would also
be helpful.
Be gentle with yourself and make the most
of it!

Body

quinoa

1 cup quinoa
2 cups filtered water
Rinse quinoa well and drain. Add water and
quinoa to sauce pan and bring to a boil. Cover,
reduce heat to simmer and cook on low heat
until all liquid is absorbed, approximately 15
minutes. Fluff with a fork and enjoy.

New Greens Tonic

1 ½ cups fresh apple juice
½ lime – juiced
¼ cup filtered water
1 scoop New Greens
Combine all ingredients in a large glass and
mix well.

Smoothie Du Jour

1 ½ cup fresh juice
½ -1 cup frozen fruit
(try bananas or berries)
1 scoop New Greens powder
Place all ingredients in a blender and
blend well.
Please check out 7 Minute Chef to learn more about the healing qualities of foods as
well as the simple tools you need to prepare your own delicious and healthful meals
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mark Reinfeld is the founding chef of the
Blossoming Lotus Restaurants and a recipient of a 2006 Platinum
carrot award given by the Aspen Center of Integral Health to
‘Americas Top Healthy Gourmet Chefs’. He is a recognized authority
Speaker
in the field of healthy cuisine. Mark is the coauthor of Vegan World
Fusion Cuisine, winner of 9 national awards. His latest e-book, 7 MINUTE CHEF Volume
1 available at www.7minutechef.com shows us how simple it is to create delicious life
giving cuisine.
None of the above is intended as medical advice. Since every individual’s health
condition and circumstance are unique, we recommend seeking the services of a
qualified health care professional before using any of this information
for medical purposes.
www . inspirationjo u rnal . co m
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Ginger

– For Your Health
Written by Patti Valentine

GINGER.

Mmmm, the aroma of
gingerbread fresh from the oven, the
zippy taste of your favorite ginger ale
or a delightful candied ginger comes
to mind. Ginger (Zingiber officinale)
has been used over the millennia by millions of people and nearly
every ancient culture.
In Sanskrit, ginger was known as “vishwabhesaj,” the universal
medicine. It was employed in Ayurvedic medicine as a physical
and spiritual cleanser. Ginger appeared in the first Chinese
herbal, the Pen Tsao Ching (Classic of Herbs), around 3000 B.C.
for similar purposes. The ancient Greeks, after a big meal, ate
ginger wrapped in bread, the forerunner to gingerbread. And in
England and the American colonies, ginger beer soothed upset
stomachs and later evolved into ginger ale.
Ginger root is pungent in taste, and has a warming effect. Dry
(powdered) ginger is hotter than fresh ginger, and should not be
used in overheated conditions.
The benefits of ginger:
• improves digestion of proteins in particular
•
relieves gas and muscle cramps, including menstrual
cramps
•
reduces nausea, particularly morning sickness and
motion sickness
•
stops diarrhea or vomiting caused by poor digestion
•
has anti-inflammatory properties that reduce the
pain and discomfort of rheumatoid arthritis and
osteoarthritis
acts as a tonic to the heart
•
•
clears the respiratory system and alleviates coughs and
colds
In addition to the foods mentioned above, chopped or grated
ginger can be added to most soups and stir-fries, made into a
tea or gingerade, and the juice or powder can be added to
smoothies or baked goods. Hot tea can be made by thinly slicing
an inch-wide piece of fresh ginger, adding it to 2 cups of water,
and bringing it to a simmer for 5-10 minutes - the longer, the
stronger. Add honey, organic sugar or stevia if desired. This same
recipe can be increased, mixing the ginger tea with the juice of
1-2 lemons, and cooling it for a refreshing, cleansing gingerade.
To grow your own ginger, prepare a raised bed and add compost
and kelp liquid or granules. Add cinders or blue rock to insure
excellent drainage. Choose a younger (green) ginger, and plant
2-3 inch sections about 3 inches deep and 12 inches apart,
ideally from March-April. Keep the soil well watered and after
8-9 months, harvest the tubers and replant some of your crop
for the next season. Each plant will produce a 1-3 foot stem,
with thin, pointed, lance-shaped leaves and yellow-green flower
spikes with hints of purple.
For more information on the usage of herbs and the newly formed Herb Growers and
Gatherers Hui (HGGH) contact Patti at 808-652-0433 or pattiv9@gmail.com.
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The Crossroads:

E

Evolution or Extinction

Everything in nature comes to a
point in its lifespan where it arrives
at a crossroads: it can either continue
to evolve, adapting itself ever more
skillfully to its environment or,
alternatively, it can go into extinction.
If man is to save himself from extinction,
from his downfall as a species, he must
overcome his weaknesses and, by the
power of his own ingenuity, push
himself forward into a state where,
once again, he is evolving. To a certain
extent, man is aware of this, but his
strategy is so flawed that not only does
he find himself in a state where he is
unable to evolve, but he is actually
devolving. If we take a look at the
body-mind connection we can make
the observation that man is
not living from the space of
an open heart but from the
mind, controlled by fear,
greed and ego, thus finding
ourselves in these neverending desperate situations.
These types of dynamics lead
us to consider the problems
directly related to man himself. Take
the Atlas bone (first cervical vertebrae).
Located at the very top of the spine
between the brain and the rest of the
body the Atlas bone is “out” in 99.9%
of the population. There are many
theories as to why the Atlas is out,
but regardless of why, it is an obvious
setback to mankind’s evolution.
Everything that passes between the
brain and the body via the spine
such as blood, oxygen,
nutrients and spinal fluid
becomes
constricted
when the Atlas bone is
out, clogging up a major
highway within the
body and brain. From
the Vedic standpoint
our chakras become out of balance
throwing us further into physical
and spiritual disconnect, especially
between the heart and the crown.
The constriction and imbalances
can lead to various forms of disease,
illness and disharmony. One may feel
this constriction physically, mentally,
emotionally or spiritually, and many
may experience a combination of
ailments. Whatever the symptoms,
it is obvious that these are signs of
blockages, and when there is a block
against the natural flow of energy there
is a block against the evolutionary
process.

Now take a look at yourself and the
people around you and notice the
postures; so many of us walking
around with hunched backs and
shoulders, our gazes fixed downward
into the mud instead of forward into
the future. We can see this not just on
the individual level, but the global one,
too. We can see it in the wars between
countries, between husband and wife,
brother and sister, the plethora of
diseases and even in the mind of man
himself. Correct the Atlas, correct the
problem.
There are profound miracles that
happen as the result of having the Atlas
back in its proper position…one of the
most powerful being the opening of
the heart. When the heart is
open and the mind is quieted
magic happens. Herein lies
the beginning of the body’s
own natural healing process.
In addition, the crown of the
head opens to spirit allowing
us to receive the abundant
gifts the universe has been
waiting to give us.
When we live from the space of
the heart…we live in balance and
harmony.
As a species we must strive forward.
We must grab hold of all that is
important, all that brings peace and
prosperity, joy and love. There is no
other option…we must evolve.
Ranan Shahar L.Ac M.Sc. of New Dawn
Clinic in Los Angeles has
been doing Atlas corrections
via
an
evolutionary
technique that combines
ancient Chinese medicine
and new technology. His
patients range from migraine
sufferers, cancer patients,
victims of various traumas and those just
seeking a greater spiritual connection. His
testimonials range from the dissolution of
fibromyaliga to the improvement of sight.
A common theme among patients who
have received the Atlas correction is that
they have a “renewed sense of hope and
well-being.”
Ranan will be offering the Atlas corrections
at the 4th Annual Kaua`i Wellness Expo,
January 26-27, 2008. He will
also be giving a lecture discussing
this profound technique. www.
inspirationjournal.com
and
www.newdawnclinic.net
Speaker

Resource Directory and Marketplace
A health and wellness community resource center with listings by islands and categories. Connect with
holistic health professionals, teaching schools, healthy eateries, body workers and massage therapist,
healers, reiki, quantum healing, counselors, therapists, spas and retreats.
kauai

Health professional
Jane Ely, Ph. D., D. Min. [Cherokee-Mi’maq] Private
practice counseling, couples/individuals * Indigenous Energy
Medicine Healing Session * Pre&Post-Surgery Healing *Grief
& Loss Counseling *Sacred Island Workshops for your group
*Vow renewal/marriage ceremonies www.drjaneely.com ,
www.peacemakerschool.org 808-245-4246
Francine Kanter, CCH, RsHom, is a Board Certified Homeopathy. Her office is located in Kapaa, and she can be reached
at 808 652-2001. Email: Frkanter@aol.com Think of Homeopathy in helping the body to heal to its natural way to bring
balance in the whole system, it has much to offer you in terms
of relief of pains, increasing your immune system, and balancing your emotions. Homeopathy is safe and will enhance your
state of health! An alternative medicine for you and your family!
NaturalMedicine: Naturopathy-Acupuncture-Homeopathy Safe, effective individualized treatments for Balance • Stress • Menopause/PMS/Hormones • Fatigue • Digestion
• Pain Relief • Thyroid/Adrenal • Yeast, Viral Bacteria infections • Arthritis • Headaches • Facial Rejuvenation • Nutritional & Diet Counseling Dr. Leia Melead. Licensed Naturopathic Physician & Acupuncturist Call for appt. or questions
822-2087
Feng Shui - Private Homes,
Commercial Businesses, and Open
Land. World renowned Grand
Master Hong Liu is a master of five different schools of Feng
Shui. After 5,000 years of observation and results, Feng
Shui is the jewel of the Chinese culture. Servicing all of the
Hawaiian Islands. Phone (808) 639-4300, Qi@hawaii.rr.com

Healing modalities
Bioenergy Balancing – Heal the Past, Enjoy
the Future We are living in a time of immense
transformation. We can ride these energies of
evolution with grace or in reaction. Dissolving
outdated patterns, unconscious beliefs, blocked energy/
emotions and conditioning is key. As we awaken, we begin
to resurrect our presence and harness the power of our intent
and our imagination to create the world to be. With humility,
reverence and discipline we align to spiritual wholeness.
Sarah McCroskey, certified Bioenergy Balancing practitioner,
combines the power of body based wisdom, biochemistry
and energy medicine as well as Matrix EnergeticsTM, to
guide you in a process of self discovery, integrated health,
inspiration and alignment. Sessions by phone. Special rates
for Island residents. Call today at 1-877-3ASCEND or visit
us atwww.biointegration.com
Deborah Burnham, PT supports you to release pain and
stress, enhance quality of movement, gain flexibility and
strength, profoundly relax, and connect more deeply with your
Self through
AquaCranial® Therapy CranioSacral
Therapy® Therapeutic Touch(sm) Physical Therapy
www.hawaiihealthguide.com; Kaua’i, Hawai’i, aquacranial@
gmail.com 808-651-4534 License #1963 (Board of
Physical Therapy)
Natural Health Breakthrough That Works. Doctor
recommended nonpharmacological pain relief that also
de-celerates aging, boosts immune systems, and improves
moods. Free Report: healthupdate@touchingheaven.net.
Touching Heaven Professional Massage 4504 Kukui
Street, Suite-8, Kapaa. 808-823-6144. LMT # 8933,
MAE License 2199

David H. Dinner Cranial Sacral Therapy/Aqua Cranial®
Gently achieve profound relaxation, energetic awakening,
integration, deep healing. 808-639-7845; (MAT #6326)
gentlewave@verizon.net
NEURO FASCIAL REEDUCATION Non-invasive, multi-diversity technique structurally
integrates four different processes to release
chronic pain, stress, and tension while correcting postural problems. Let yourself be nurtured by the
hands of a compassionate therapist! Ask about Kama‘aina
rates! Gary Remes: 332-7686. (MAT #9085)
Trager® Psychophysical Integration Recommended by Andrew Weill & Deepak Chopra. The
deepest work on the deepest levels. All at your
body’s naturally unfolding pace. Gentle, non-invasive, rhythmic motions allow body/mind to reset and
renew energy peacefully and painlessly. All you need for a great
vacation... or a great life! Virginia Beck, CNP, CTP; 808/6355618; peaceful.healing@verizon.net; www.trager-us.org
The Rolf Method of Structural Integration by Isaac Osborne, L.M.T. Structural Integration is a system for balancing the
human structure by means of connective tissue
manipulation and movement education. Located at: 3195
Elua St., Lihue; 808-635-5102. LMT #5177
INDIGO SPIRITUAL HEALINGS Massage, energy healing,
and sacred rituals of movement and breath for Indigos.
Embrace the truth and fullness of your being. Proclaim
your point of essence. Carey Hardy, LMT 808-651-2772
Indigohealings@yahoo.com (MAT#8134)
Natural Energy Healing/Balancing Balance your spiritual
energy and release blocks/stress. Create Peace of Mind and
have tools to keep this with you. www.ChandlerSpiritWorks
619-723-3828
EMF Balancing Technique®: Marcy Adams, Supervisory
Teacher and Accredited Practitioner of Phases I-VIII. I come
to Kauai from Colorado several times a year to teach and
see clients. (719) 395-3475 – cell: (719) 221-5256
marcyadams@realwest.com.; & Robert Zauner, EMF
Practitioner (Phase I-IV). 1-908-998-1212,
bob_zauner@yahoo.com.
Somatic Learningsm Bodywork is a deep tissue therapy.
This ground-breaking work: gently relieves chronic muscle
tension and pain; Supports the skeletal system to return to
its innate and effortless alignment; And deepens awareness
of the finely tuned feedback system you were born with. New
Year’s Special – 2nd session 1/2 off! Steve Star 639-7313

Intuitive and spiritual
Touch Kauai Specializing in Hawaiian Lomi Lomi Massage;
also specializing in exciting, rejuvenating and life-enhancing
Tours / Retreats on our beautiful island.
www.TouchKauai.com or call Katharina (lmt #8898)
at (808) 822-1768. Can you feel the magic of this island?
Let it touch you!
Transformational Holistic Healing: Integrative, in-body
approach to healing “issues in the tissues”. Let Spirit do the
healing through creative facilitation of cellular memory. 30
years experience. 727-822-0489. lisaraphael@worldnet.
att.net. www.lisaraphael.com.

“Angela Kahealani: clairvoyant psychic healer and counselor;
channels from Source, to inspire higher awareness of divine
purpose and will, and facilitate embodiment of divine essence
and hearts’ joy. +1(808)635-6688 Cell/VM,
+1(808)822-5272 Home/FAX www.kahealani.com”

personal growth and development
Financial Planning Cindie’s
mission is to establish a partnership with clients in order to
build a personal financial plan
that addresses matters most important, plus serves as a
foundation for achieving financial independence. Cindie K.
Jones, CFP, Waddell and Reed, 1-888-740-8933 ext. 105
Get Emotional Support & Give It
Want to receive Compassionate Listening, Goal Achievement
Coaching or other types of supportive counseling for free?
Exchange half hour peer counseling sessions through Phone
Buddies. You’re first month’s membership is free so you can
try it out at no cost. Go to www.phone-buddies.com
Jan Nessen: BS in Ed., MS in Pastoral Studies,
Certificate in Spiritual Development, Reiki Mastership
Guidance available that helps you to build knowledge about
self, to learn the “How To’s”, not just the “What Is”, to
enhance creativity, intuition, and relaxation. 17+ years
experience. Individual/Group classes * spiritual guidance
process * energy healing. 639-4572.
True Freedom Coaching
Want graceful Soul Evolution? Deeper insight and lasting
transformation? Practical, penetrating, and light hearted life
coach Anandra George has 10 years healing and teaching
experience. By phone/ in person (Kauai/Oahu).
808-440-0691 www.truefreedomcoaching.com
LINDA MASTERSON - Soul-Purpose Midwife-AstrologerCoach-Counselor: Are you living your own dream? If you are
facing a pattern or puzzling over an out-picturing or wanting
to see your soul’s position in the timestream, support is
available. 808-651-0307.
Mind Over Matters Kauai Hypnotherapy
Manifest positive changes elegantly and holistically. Stop
smoking, Weight management, Stress Management,
Academic & Athletic improvement, Focus, Concentration,
and much more. Let’s talk. Cynthia Balderson, CHT. ACHE
certified. (808) 635-0810 www.mindovermatterskauai.com

fitness and yoga
Qi Gong Qi Center is founded by world renowned
Grandmaster Hong, a living treasure, and offers
the best of proven natural healing practices. Beginning Qi Gong Classes: Self-healing techniques
used for 5,000 years to strengthen body, mind and spirit for
increased vitality. (808)639-4300, Ql@hawaii.rr.com
Kahuna Valleys is a 501(c)3 non-profit sponsoring Qigong
classes, products, workshops and retreats, children’s empowerment initiatives, the new Mentor Ohana program,
and the Kaua‘i Peace Project/Children’s Health Fair &
Symposium. www.kahunavalley.org

products and services
Inspired and illuminated stained glass work for personal
and public spaces. Over 20 years of experience, extensive
portfolio. Imaginative use of light and color that flows with,
illuminates, and enhances the existing beauty. Lora Lynne;
808 826 6513; loralyne@earthlink.net;
http://loralynneglass.com/
www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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Garden Ponds Nursery Create a place
of peace & balance with our selection of
large ceramic pots, bronze statues and
fountains, Japanese granite lanterns and benches, water
lilies, lotus and more. Find your inspiration and bring it home.
Open Tuesday – Saturday 9am-4pm. 5-2719A Kuhio
Hwy, Kilauea, 828-6400 (Mauka of Banana Joe’s)
www.GoKauai.com Enjoy the may activities and sites in
the Go Kaua‘i Network; visitors may enjoy quality info and
links to great adventures and healthy vacations on the
Garden Island as well as great streaming video. Also see:
www.KauaiTravelGuide.com for info on local sights to see.
Go Kauai!

artists and galleries
Invite your friends to your own ARTIST JEWELRY TRUNK
SHOW! You are UNIQUE - so is your jewelry. Made on Kauai
one of a kind, Sterling, gems, glass, more! Wholesale prices.
Fun! Do it! We do all the set up. Hostess gets dazzling jewelry! Call Jana 822-2660 ColorsofKauai@Hawaiian.net

healthy eateries
BLOSSOMING LOTUS
Serving Gourmet Organic Vegan and Live Food Cuisine, Fresh
Juices, Smoothies, Baked Goods and Ices Crémes. Nightly
Live Entertainment & Weekend Brunches. You Deserve It So
Good. Lunch/Dinner; 822-7678; www.blossominglotus.com

THE NEXT TRILLIION $$$ WELLNESS INDUSTRY!
I’m Looking For Someone Interested In Creating Long
Term Residual Income. Extraordinary Product. Superior
Compensation. Wide open market. Serious Inquires Only.
Please Call David #808.652.8347; email. residualincome@
hotmail.com visit. www.lifeforce.net/20296939
Get out of the “rat race.” Play Cashflow 101® Learn business
principles that will bring you more money, more time and more
freedom. Want to Play? Call this number: 866-517-3672.
(Kauai, Maui, Oahu and Big Island) mauidp@yahoo.com
Utilize “The Secret” to Generate a Substantial Income
From Home. Join the movement and create a large
consistent income with Personal development products
using a simple marketing system. We train and teach you
how to work this business from home on your own schedule.
www.VellaLifestyle.com; Call now: 1-800-676-7412

Nutrition - Weight Loss
Eliminate Food Cravings and Subconscious Blocks to
Weight Loss via phone sessions with Marylin Stompler,
author of “Fat No More, Release the Subconscious Blocks
that Prevent your Weight Loss.” Agnes Marti-Kini said:
“Losing the craving for chocolate was phenomenal.”
www.fatnomore.com, 760-730-3756.

Hukilau Lanai. Superb open-air restaurant featuring islandfresh ingredients; savor creative cuisine on our lanai with
ocean and garden views. Enjoy Kaua’i’s best kept secret.
Located at Kaua’i Coast Resort. Dinners served TuesSunday. Join us for our six course tasting menu paired with
five wines for only $40.00. Served Daily from 5 to 6 pm.
Call for reservations: 822-0600.

VIBE® - Premiere, ALL-IN-ONE liquid nutraceutical
vitamins; provides optimal daily nutritional support.
Manufactured with highest grade standards. Liquid Delivery
System; noticeable Results & Impact. Vegan friendly.
Call for sample: 821-1253; kauaimuse@gmail.com

Spas and retreats

Health professional

TRI HEALTH AYURVEDA SPA – REJUVENATE
& REVITALIZE! Offering the ancient healing
art of synchronized, warm oil massage. Featuring oils rich in nutrients to nourish & detoxify the body
& mind. Schedule an appointment at (808) 828-2104
or visit www.trihealthayurvedaspa.com For product
information, visit www.trihealthayurveda.com or call
(808) 822-4288.

schools/training
Katika Alchemy Classes in live foods preparation, internal
cleansing, herbs, children’s nutrition, composting, organic
skin care products, and more. Take back control of your own
vibrant health! Private Consultations available. Call 8224206 for more information. katika108@verizon.net
PACIFIC COLLEGE FOR AWARENESS & BODYWORK.
6-month Professional Licensing Program,
Massage Therapy, Structural Bodywork,
Personal Evolution, Yoga, Transformational
Counseling. January 7, thru June 25th, 2008 Lee Joseph
& Carole Madsen - Private Sessions Available 828-6797,
awarenessbodywork@yahoo.com (MAT #2424; MAT #7016)
SHANAWO’S PEACEFUL DRAGON ACADEMY
offers Tai Chi Chu’an Traditional Yang Family Form,
Kusema Vijiti (African Rhythm Stick Dance), Dragon Yoga and Sacred Movement in Sacred Sound.
Classes are Monday through Saturday Mornings from 5am
- 9am, Tuesday and Thursday evenings 7pm - 9pm,
Beautiful Kalihiwai Studio: 634-0326
The Art of Living Foundation is an international, non-profit
educational organization founded by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, a
spiritual teacher from India. The organization offers a basic
course that teaches ancient wisdom and practical knowledge
which aid in the development of personal balance, calmness of
spirit, and inner stillness. The gentle techniques taught by this
master do not conflict with any religious or spiritual practice,
and encourage integration of body, mind, and spirit. Contact
Barbara at 346-4330 for information on the course.
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Osteopath, board-certified in Osteopathic manipulation,
including Cranial-sacral therapy. I have taught with Drs.
Fulford, Fryman and Becker. Extensive experience treating
chronic pain, sports injuries, children with special needs,
newborns. Karen Sept, D.O. (808) 254-4844

healing modalities
...Æssential Nurturance, Honolulu
Deep yet gentle transformational bodywork
incorporating simple, unique breathing techniques for powerful
releases. Yana, 348-3644. jana2810@aol.com MAT #6030
Lomi Lomi, La‘au Lapa‘au, Reiki Ancient healing techniques, reduces stress, increases energy & vitality, supports
immune system, promotes health & wellness of body, mind
& spirit. Individual treatments, ongoing workshops. Sylvia
Waikala Ferrer 294-4577 healing4u@hawaii.rr.com
$45/hr - Massage Specialists provide
therapeutic massage, deep tissue, shiatsu, lomilomi, Free sauna, showers; validated parking.
MAE #884 Contact (808) 941-8101, 1750 Kalakaua, http://www.themassagespecialists.com
Deep Tissue, Prenatal, Reflexology and
Sports Massage, CranioSacral, Body
Wrap, Fresh Papaya Facial, Organic Products and Essential
Oils. Honolulu. MAE #1852 www.myospa.com (808) 945-7899
SIAM THAI MASSAGE
International Therapists
Full Body Massage (Men & Women)
Thai Massage, Swedish, Deep Tissue, Shiatsu, Lomi-Lomi
and Reflexology $10 OFF 9am – 7pm * Open until 11pm
(808) 343-4910 1750 Kalakaua Ave # 3904 MAT # 8905
GREAT RELAXING MASSAGE By PENNY
Deep Tissue, Swedish, Lomi Lomi,
Oriental Massage, Stone Massage, Foot Care
& Ginseng Scrub Mon.-Sat. Appointment Only
9:00am - 11pm (808) 947-0041 MAT (5040)

Ho’ano Botanicals & Women’s Holistic Health
Services Massage Therapy • Lymph Drainage
Therapy • Foot Reflexology Handcrafted Herbal Body
Care. Specializing in Lymphatic Breast Care(sm).
Jennifer Telford LMT 808-691-2326 MAE# 2099
North Shore Visit www.hoano.com &
www.kaalahealingarts.com
Bikram Yoga - Hawaii Kai
NEW!
Lose Weight, Gain Flexibility and Transforms your
Life. Beginners Welcome. At Koko Marine Ctr.
(Across Movie Theatres 2nd Fl.) (808) 396-8838
BEST FULL BODY MASSAGE IN WAIKIKI By Local LMT 8
+ years of experience. Deep Tissue, Sport Massage &
Swedish. In call or your home/hotel Michael La LMT #8125
(808) 620-6677
Hyperbaric Oxygen Mercury Testing/Detoxification
Immune System/Cancer Support Dr. Kevin Gibson
Licensed Naturopathic Physician & Acupuncturist
Registered Environmental Scientist (808) 955-9556
QUALITY MASSAGE BY LANI Deep Tissue, Lomi Lomi,
Swedish, Shiatsu & Reflexology (808) 782-5316
Century Center Suite #204-A MAT #6683
Creative Healing Massage Therapy, Lomi Lomi, Thai, Hot
stones, Kundalini Yoga, Facials & Waxing, Body Cleanse
Treatment, Hypnotherapy & Ayurvedic Counseling Call:
Natalie Sewa (808) 780-6807 chmahalo@yahoo.com
HOLISTIC FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
99-128 Aiea Heights Drive, Suite 101A
Aiea, Hawaii 96701 (808) 485-0885
www.holisticfamilyhealth.net
Most Insurances Accepted
DERMATOLOGY Facial by WINNIE
European Facial • Acne • Micro
Dermabrasion • Pigmentation •
Anti-Aging • Protein Collagen Kama‘aina Specials
Free Parking (808) 778-3399 15 Years Experience
GRAND OPENING Pain Relief Massage
Therapy Relaxing Full Body Massage, LomiLomi, Shiatsu, Swedish, Deep Tissue or
Soft Massage, Sports or Facial Massage (808) 548-0002 /
(808) 218-8096
THAI – ISSAN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Authentic Thai Massage • Sports Massage •
Deep Tissue • Lomi Lomi • Swedish, Rolfing
& Acupuncture • 655 Keeaumoku St. #205
Ph: (808) 949-9888 MAE # 2186
P T Massage, Where 1 hour is really 60
minutes!! Trigger point, Deep Tissue,
Swedish, Energy Work, Young Living Essential
Oils and more. Distributors - Sombra.  
(808) 593-7717 www.ptmassage.com MAE #1690
HOLISTIC HEALING, LTD. Institute of BioEnergetic Medicine Dr. Barry Nutter,
D.C. Holistic Practitioner • ElectroDermal Screening Testing • Chiropractic
/ Rolfing Therapy • Ondamed Bio-Feedback • Beam
Ray Rife Technology Therapy www.ibemedicine.com
(808) 358-9777 Barry_nutter808@yahoo.com
Pancha Karma - deep, transformative cleansing and
rejuvenation of Body-mind-spirit through Traditional
Ayurvedic treatments. Dietary/lifestyle consultations and
Ayurvedic cooking instructions also available.
Kauai and Oahu anandaayurvedacenter@gmail.com
(808) 372-8669

personal growth and development
HAPPINESS COACH Want more Happiness? Call me
Malcolm Tyau (808) 577-5887 maltyau@aol.com

Commissions. To Qualify, Call STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
at 1 (866) 527-2599

products and services

PALM READER Angela Wade
Reveals Spirit Companions • Wholesome Party
Entertainment • Ask for Gift Certificates
Call: (808) 291-9319
e-mail: aewade@hotmail.com

RAINBOW HEALING ARTS Supportive sessions for bodymind-spirit transformation, including Essential Oils, Reiki,
Craniosacral Therapy, Lymphatic Drainage, Emotional Clearing, Swedish Massage, Stone Therapy, Lomilomi. Reiki
Classes & Healing Oils Workshops. Kathy Edwards &
Liza Delin (808) 262-3700 (MAT#5480)

+1Transformational MeditationTM now available
No mantra, no chanting Guided Sunset Meditations or Private 28 day intensive www.MindBodyLanguage.com
808-620-4840

Rainbow of Fetishes A collection of beautiful unique
animal carvings and deities, handcrafted by Native
Americans. For more info contact kepoladtb@hotmail.com
Cell: (808) 225-8135

SACRED LIVING Intuitive & Feng Shui Services
• Consultations for Home & Business
• Real Estate Pre-Purchase Inspection
• Prep of Home for Quick Sale
• Space Clearing/Blessing
• Intuitive Consultation
Lien Bal (808) 488-6230 www.fengshui-intuitive.com

Meltdown Studio on Oahu Innovative recording studio
available to record healing music and more. With over 6
years of experience in producing healing, relaxation, spiritual
music to help bring your creation to reality for everyone to
enjoy. Extensive resource healing music library. For more information call 808-230-4527 or ronr96744@yahoo.com

Psychic, Tarot, Past Lives Channeling, Exorcisms, Guardian
Angels & Haunted Houses By Appointment Only
(808) 646-3297
www.laiubberud.com
Author of Celebrity Pets Tell All
CARDS OF YOUR DESTINY Rea Fox
Metaphysical Consultations for Personal & Professional
Development (808) 722-6449 reafox22@hotmail.com
Place your Destiny in your own hands...
A Gentle Journey to Deep Healing Sally Spencer, Jyotish
Kovid Ascension Facilitator Renew joy and clarity in life.
Hindu Astrologer Cocreate your destiny. (808) 261-6099
Sally234@earthlink.net www.devi3.byregion.net
SOUL MIND BODY MEDICINE Divine Healer and Guide
Certified & Trained by Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha
• Health Challenges (physical & emotional)
• Relationship issues • Spiritual blockages
• Manifestation blessings • Feng Shui
• Classes and Training
Pam Uyeunten (808) 561-2020 blessings@hawaii.rr.com
®

GUIDED MEDITATION By Lama Wangchuk
Tibetan Buddhist meditation instruction offered
weekly. Learn to see life and reality as manifestations
of your unique, innate qualities. Develop calm,
peaceful, compassionate mind. Call: (808) 203-7732
Email: lamagallery1@yahoo.com www.lamagallery.com

schools/training
Hawaii Healing Arts College in Kailua Medical Arts Bldg.
School of Massage Therapy. $30 massage with a Skilled
Intern Therapist; $60 with a Licensed Professional.
407 Uluniu St. 266-2468. MAE #2129
ICT Institute of Complementary Therapies
Elizabeth Hammond, M.Ed. Craniosacral Biodynamics,
Polarity, & Reiki Therapies Private Sessions & Practitioner
Courses (808) 392-5272 ICTeducate@aol.com
http://www.ict-energyschool.com
Soul Mind Body Medicine • Classes • Study Groups •
Workshops • Healing Sessions “Heal the soul first and the mind
and body will follow” -Dr. Zhi Gang Sha Donna Schmidt, LCSW
Certified Healer and Guide 808-676-1195
®

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$$ MILLIONAIRE BLUEPRINT $$ International company provides a unique
Opportunity to work from home. PT/FT
Looking for five entrepreneurs who want
To create a Longevity Massive Income. Complete Training Course plus Car Incentive Program, Bonuses and

FREE SERVICE Cut years off your home mortgage.
NO COST!!! Send name & address for free info. Kelala Enterprises, Pmb 202, 590 Farrington Hwy #524 Kapolei, HI
96707 Call: (808) 223-3044
GABE’S HOME IMPROVEMENT CARPENTRY & GENERAL
REPAIRS NO JOB IS TOO SMALL!! Cabinets, Replace
Kitchen Counters, Screen Doors, Windows etc...926-3212
FREE ESTIMATES
ARBONNE INTERNATIONAL Skin, Health and Beauty Care
Since 1980 Formulated in Switzerland, Made in USA.
Not Animal Tested Best Botanical all natural ingredients.
Call: (808) 428-4657 www.carrina.myarbonne.com
REVITALIZE...XANGO leads the way!
“Whole fruit” MANGOSTEEN juice impacts Global Market.
Rich in Xanthones and Antioxidants. Incredible health and
financial benefits. www.TheMangosteenFruit.Net
www.NaturalBodyRemedy.com Contact: DEBORAH (808)
754-6004 Independent Distributor dshpt3711@aol.com
Free Real Estate Consultations- With Mary Beth San
Juan, Realtor® and Principal Broker One of the finest
service oriented real estate companies in Hawaii helps
local and mainland home buyers and sellers of all levels.
Warm, friendly, smart, loyal and the most efficient real estate
professionals. Ph# (808) 226-7327
www.happyhawaiihomes.com
happyhawaiihomes@yahoo.com
LIVE WELL WITH ESSENTIAL OILS Uplifting healing gift
from NATURE! Pure. Ease Pain & Depression. Cleanse, Restore, Energize. PROSPER. Personal Sessions. Classes.
YOUNG LIVING ESSENTIAL OILS Sophie Ann Aoki, LMT
(808) 375-3401 www.youngliving.com/gratitude
DO YOU DRIVE? Then you must check this site... www.4ecorp.com/gan Used by the U.S. Military See what NBC &
FOX are saying about...Call Tony (808) 778-7029
alohamystore@mac.com Pre-recorded call (212) 990-7398

Barbara Fisher, Doctor of Acupuncture
Xcel Building 66-590 Kamehameha Highway, Suite 1 C – 1 P. O. Box 574 Haleiwa,
Hawaii 96712 Phone: (808) 637-8500
Amazing Breakthrough! Weight Loss Program All
Natural, Safe and Effective This is the Last Weight Loss
Program You Will Ever Do. For details call (808) 2849697 Distributors needed. Come grow with us!
Living Young! Relax and Rejuvenate. Sessions include
Young Living Essential Oils and products, Swedish and
Deep Tissue Massage, Reiki, Emotional Clearing. Also
specializing in pre/postnatal massage. Kris Chun, LMT
2430 (808) 224-5747 www.krischunlivingyoung.com

spas and retreats
Complete Healing Experience Escape, Educate yourself,
enjoy yoga, massage, qi gong, www.cabspates.com
(808) 389-2227
The Tree of Life Retreat is a teaching and
healing retreat center dedicated to helping others live happy,
healthy inspired lives.Also available for workshops and
retreats. (808) 637-9363 or E-mail for events schedule
energymaters@gmail.com www.treeoflifehawaii.com

intuiti ve and spiritual
WHISPERING WINDS Channeled Readings Pamela
“Wingedwolf” Au Soul readings, past life readings, Animal
communications, Ghost evictions, Animal Totems, Spirit
communications Phone readings available 808) 235-7536
whitehorse@hawaii.rr.com http://wingedwolf.citymax.com

maui
healing modalities
Maui’s Amazing 10 day Cleanse to Spiritual Awakening
& Optimum Health Each part of our cleanse is designed
to help you achieve optimal wellness and integration of
powerful healing practices into your daily life. The cleanse
helps people to release spiritual and physical pain and
suffering. 808-575-5220; www.tophs.org
Hale Pule Yoga & Ayurveda
Myra E Lewin ERYT (808)878-8830 www.mauiyogaandayurveda.org Cleansing workshops/retreats, Ayurvedic cooking/eating, all aspects of Raja Yoga, healing therapies, energy
management. 200hr YA teacher-training. Over 20 years
experience. Individualized, compassionate, transformative.

products and services
Get Emotional Support & Give It
Want to receive Compassionate Listening, Goal Achievement
Coaching or other types of supportive counseling for free?
Exchange half hour peer counseling sessions through Phone
Buddies. You’re first month’s membership is free so you can
try it out at no cost. Go to www.phone-buddies.com
CRYSTALS-KEYS TO UNLOCK EARTHGATES
Self Healed Brazilian Quartz, Japan Law Twinflames, Clusters,
Points, Herkimers, Shamanic Permaculture stone planting,
planetary acupuncture...collectible, wholesale, Tucson 25
years... Richard Sun 808-879-3161 Cell 808-298-7048
email lononeo@aol.com www.pangaia.cc

personal growth & develoment

GOT HEALTHY COFFEE? FREE Sample of coffee, Tea, or
Cocoa Made with Asia’s Best Kept Secret (Ganoderma
Iucidum) Known to Reduce Fatigue, Strengthen Immune
System, and Lengthen Life (808) 721-8855;
Info: www.carylsgano.com • www.reishirescue.com

Eva Geueke 20 years of Feldenkrais®,
Posture Coaching, Qi Gong, Capoeira Dance
Instructor-Contact Improvisation, WaveWorks- a
Mind-Body Spirit Continuum, E Wahine TrainingsWoman Empowerment Call for Workshops, classes and
sessions Maui 808-344 0925 www.ewahine.com

Earth Friendly Products BE HEALTHY BE WEALTHY
Unlimited Income Potential Call: MILLIE EVANS
Independent Marketing Executive (808) 454-2427 or
(808) 386-9801 Spirit500@iglide.net

Transformation in One Session: Debra Greene, Ph.D.
Integrative approach, incredible results, satisfaction
guaranteed. Individuals, Couples, and Workshops.
(808) 874-6441 www.joyfulenergy.com

www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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spas and retreats
HEALERS! RECHARGE YOUR “LIGHT”
BATTERIES IN PARADISE
Nurturing Therapies, 3 day juice fasts. Swim,
Hike, Bike & Sauna. Pools with Waterfalls!
Call: Laurel White (808) 870-8573
www.lightjourneyretreats.com special price for healers

intuitiv e and spiritual
Robin Eagle Sage LMT, Medical Intuitive. Clairvoyant
readings, energy healings by phone. (Any subject) Exact
cause and cure for your “condition”
Ph# (808) 268-8501
www.SageSchoolOfLight.com

accredited 4 year masters program in acupuncture and
Chinese medicine. We train healers, not just practitioners.
Now accepting enrollment applications, student loans are
available. (808) 885-9226. www.tcmch.edu

mainland

products and ser vices
ANCIENT BIBLICAL HEALING SCIENCE
Wise Men gave baby Jesus Frankincense/Myrrh.Recent lab
reports reveal two most powerful immune builders!Free CD,
1-888-506-2460 aromalife@bellsouth.net
Timeshares are History! Membership has
its privileges. You’ve just found the answer
to making your vacation dreams a reality.  
Details: www.ClassyResortsAndWealth.com
waynehinrichs@msn.com (651) 388-2540

Hawaiian Ceremonies
Feel the Aloha Spirit…
Maui Weddings and Vow Renewals Photography, Baby
Blessings, Hawaiian Blessings for all Occasions, Spiritual
Counseling, Private Sessions and Funerals Kahu Alalani Hill
(808) 891-AKUA (2582) www.hawaiianceremonies.com

h awa i i

personal growth & Development
PSYCHIC READING By PEARL Love, Finance, Relationship,
Aura Cleansing, Reunites Loved Ones Removes Bad Luck!
1 FREE Question (832) 771-7428 p.c123@hotmail.com

S chools / T raining
Attention Local Healers. The Traditional Chinese Medical
College of Hawaii (Big Island) offers a unique nationally

Effecting Personal
Transformation in 2008

S

By Darci Frankel

Since our body is always recreating itself, we have the
power to make positive changes to skillfully craft out
the life we love, surrounded by people we love, and
doing exactly what we love. To begin this personal
transformation, the first step is to take an inventory of
what is happening right now. What are you doing that
feels good? What is working? What is not working?
Sometimes there is an intangible notion of ‘this does
not feel right’ especially on an emotional level and you
may not know where this is coming from.
If we are truly honest with ourselves
and even own our shadow parts, we can
affect change in ourselves and in our
lives. When I can understand and accept
my ‘negative’ traits I can make changes.
Candy coating or simply affirming the
opposite won’t make lasting change.
We have to completely merge with
what we don’t like in ourselves in order
to effect a transformation. We may even
grieve as we release the parts of ourselves that has not
been working. For instance, if unpleasant habits such
as blaming others, drinking too much or overeating
are actually serving us in some way, when finally we
face ourselves directly without judgment and with
forgiveness, we can understand the motivation behind
our actions, and thus open up to a profound healing.
This is the first step in recreating ourselves. It may not
always be pretty, but it is real. We are complex beings.
For example, if you want to normalize your eating
habits, first watch yourself as you take in food and ask
- what is happening here? What are you thinking when
you eat until you are uncomfortable? How do you feel
after a meal? This is called witness consciousness. Be the
observer, watch, feel the sensations in your body and
listen to your thoughts during this process. Remember,
when you are building a muscle, you are establishing
a new habit; this is a new experience and it may be a
little uncomfortable. Growth isn’t always comfortable.
But soon you will get the idea and positive changes will
begin to come easily.
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Next, feel into where you would like to go with your
life; what changes would you like to experience?

intuiti ve and spiritual
PSYCHIC INSIGHT Soulmate Questions Psychic ASHTON
Professional Psychic 20 yrs experience Spiritual,
clairvoyant, gifted & ethical. Helped 1,000’s world wide. For
positive insights and Answers to your questions call Ashton for
a 1 on 1 Psychic reading. (786) 873-7818 1 free reading

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
PIANO TUNING PAYS!!! Learn at home with American Piano
Technician School Home-Study Course 10 Lessons,
Tools included & Diploma granted (800) 497-9793

healing modalities
NATURE’S SUNSHINE
One stop shopping for a healthy lifestyle!
Women’s Health, Men’s Health, Immune
Boosters, Weight Management, Daily Energy
& Vitality, Wellbeing, Structural System Support, Circulatory
System, Intestinal, Enzymes, Probiotics, Allergy & More Greg
S. Smith
Nature’s Sunshine Products Manager (
530) 243-3354
NSP ID: 237527-4
herbpatch@email.com www.herbpatch.biz

Do you want to lose weight?
Do you want to attract/find your life partner?
Do you want to create a family?
Do you want to excel at your work?
Do you want to be a better friend?
Make a list of what you really want and put it in a place
where you will see it often, and refine it whenever you
would like.
Now, clear out the old. We need to clear out what is
not useful to us anymore in order to make space for
the new. Nature abhors a vacuum. Begin with your
living space, sort through what you no longer need,
what is broken, what you don’t use, what does not
fit you anymore, and even colors that
you do not resonate with. Take what’s
torn or stained and make them rags or
work clothes. Give things that are in
good working order and clean to your
friends or a thrift store. We have ‘naked
lady parties’ where we get together for
a potluck and put out all our stuff to
give away. Then, whatever is left I give
to Goodwill. Once when I decided that
I was ready for a relationship I made
space in my closet, my drawers, and in
my life. Then, he showed up!
Our ‘house body’ reflects our physical body, which
is why feng shui or Vstu Shastra is good to use for
organizing our living space. Ask someone experienced
with environments to help you.
Let’s look at that list again. Begin with your food choices.
I have my clients keep a lifestyle diary for one week. Try
it. You will discover what you are actually dong with
your time and energy. Then determine what you kinds
of changes you would like to make . . . cutting down on
processed foods? conversations that go no where? ice
cream at night? nagging? Remember, however, nature
abhors a vacuum so replace those negative habits with
positive ones. For instance, to let go of blame, begin to
praise and give appreciation. I am sure you get the idea.
Let me know how you are doing with this or if you
would like support, I am available. Warmly, Darci
Darci Frankel, Spa Owner, Senior Ayurveda Practitioner
Hanalei Day Spa and the Ayurveda Center of Hawaii
Where people come to Relax, Recharge and Rejuvenate
808.826.6621
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Shirodhara in Ayurveda
help prevent premature graying. Also
used in Ayurveda to calm the mind and
for a variety of pitta-related imbalances.
Brahmi: A pitta-soothing herb that is
beneficial for calming and clearing
the mind and enhancing peaceful
meditation.
Ashwagandha: This vata-pacifying herb
can be used to nourish and strengthen
the muscles. Useful for athletes and those
weakened by debility due to old age or
illness.

By Marilyn Le Chastaignier
Shirodhara, popularly known as third eye
treatment, is a purifying and rejuvenating
therapy designed to eliminate toxins and
mental exhaustion as well as relieve stress
and any ill effects on the central nervous
system.
In a unique ancient therapy, oil is poured on the forehead
from a copper pot continuously and rhythmically, allowing
the oil to run through the scalp and into the hair. This
results in a fantastic sense of deep relaxation and inner
peace. It works on the cerebral system, helps to relax the
nervous system and balances the prana vayu around the
head. Prana Vayu governs the movement of energy from
the head down to the navel which is the pranic center of
the physical body bringing positive changes in body and
mind. The treatment improves the function of the five senses, helps with
insomnia, stress, anxiety, depression, hair loss, fatigue, imbalances
and leaves one calm and fresh.
Shirodhara: Helps in the diseases/disorders related with
the head, neck, eyes, ears, nose, throat
and nervous system.
Shirodhara Oil: This tridoshic blend is
made entirely of organic ingredients
and
formulated
specifically
for
shirodhara.
Ingredients
include
bhringaraj, brahmi, ashwagandha,
shatavari and skullcap in a base of
sesame and sunflower oils.
Bhringaraj: Known in India for its
abilities to promote hair growth and

Shatavari: A rejuvenative herb for vata
and pitta that promotes vitality and
strength. Maintains a healthy female
reproductive system, removes excess
pitta, soothes inflammations and supports digestion and
immunity.
Skullcap: A powerful medicinal herb and nervine with
mild sedative, antispasmodic and anti-inflammatory
properties.
About Marilyn:
Marilyn Le Chastaignier is a graduate of Ayurveda
Institute of America, a certified holistic practitioner of
Ayurveda “The Science of Life.” She is the proud owner of
Lotus Health & Healing Center located at 2339 S. King
Street in Honolulu and stocks a selection of Ayurveda herbs.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CERTIFICATIONS: Reiki
Master degree, advanced sound therapy, aromatherapy,
chakra healing, voice analysis, color therapy and intuitive
clairvoyant readings. Marilyn was initiated into kriya yoga in
1988 by Elder Yogi Swami Hariharananda Paramahansa Yogananda.
She is the author of her new book “THE HEALING JOURNEY OF
SPIRITUAL ART” A Celebration of Freedom (2006). When in Honolulu,
visit Lotus Health & Healing Center, your
one-stop shopping for a healthy lifestyle.
Call to reserve an appointment for a
shirodhara treatment or clairvoyant
reading.

(808) 944-4808 or (808) 391-7309
info@read4u.com
www.lotushonolulu.com
www.read4u.com
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New Year’s Resolutions – Identifying Yourself
By Wai Ching Li

you belong to.

Have you ever noticed how difficult
it is to keep your New Year’s
resolutions? We often end up
frustrated and feeling guilty when
we are unable to follow through our
good intentions and we fall short of
our target.

Kevin believes there are three groups
of people:

This has happened to many people
and Kevin Chan was one of the many,
until he discovered divine thinking
which is one of the best things that
ever happened to him. The next best
thing was when Kevin looked in the
mirror and realized he was his own
worst enemy. He decided to take
authority over his bad habits and
take charge of his own destiny.

The next group are the losers, who
have no idea who they are. They
allow circumstances to govern their
lives and shape their images.

This was his turning point - the
realization that his success began
when he disciplined himself using the
Law of Success and said, “For things
to change, I have to change.”
How would you like to transform
your life for the better this year with
less effort and less frustration? First,
let’s find out which group of people

The first group are the winners, who
fully understand unlocking their
potential and possibility of life’s
fulfillment.

The last group, which I consider
potential winners, I call upcoming
champions who are slightly out of
alignment. They could be temporarily
damaged from failed relationships,
their financial situation, lack of
support, unformed goals and many
other challenges.
Not all upcoming champions are lost
souls; some may have temporarily
given up but many just need some
tweaking and coaching to get them
back on course. Friends and loved
ones of upcoming champion see
that they are disoriented yet wonder

why they don’t settle down and have
given up.

According to Dr. Mark Baker, DC,
man has turned to nature for the
remedy of many ailments either by
watching other animals, utilizing
plants or herbs, drinking from a
spring, or observing any other natural
occurrences that have taken place
over the ages. The same is true for
colon hydrotherapy.
Many centuries ago the natives of
India noticed that certain birds of the
Ibis family (a long-billed bird) would
return from journeys into the interior of
the country in a wretched condition,
which was due either to their eating
some constipating berry or having
been where there was no water to
drink. This bird would reach the river
in an almost exhausted condition. It
would fill its bill and mouth with water
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The chiefs and priests of the tribes
noticed this occurrence and its
wonderful effect upon the birds.
Finally, someone suggested that it
might be tried with some of the old
men of the tribe who, by reason of their
non-activity and sedentary habits, had
departed from nature’s normal plan
and had become constipated. They
constructed from reeds a primitive
implement resembling a syringe with
an attachment similar to a blowpipe.
They injected warm river water into
the bowels of the suffering old men.
The results were wonderful. The men
gained a new lease on life, took young
wives, began to become active again
in the work of the tribe, and resumed
their positions as leaders, much to the
amazement of the younger men.
Colon irrigations and enemas are
among the oldest health care practices.

j o u r n a l

CashThinking is a dynamic video
that encapsulates the true wealth
and wisdom of money with brief
educational information along with
solid principles. Moreover, you will
discover how Kevin thrived in his
passion of coaching, mentoring with
a braveheart attitude that is changing
lives today.

It is difficult for others to understand
the inner self of an unguided spirit
or the emptiness of a broken heart.
Upcoming champions still believe it
is possible for them to win, although
some may be still searching and some
are afraid to risk any more because
of their past experiences. Having a
map in hand is definitely a plus.

It’s not only about the money, it’s
about helping people and gaining
true freedom to become the REAL
YOU.

Great news, we have the map! For
a limited time only, we are
sending a FREE CashThinking
movie, available at www.
CashThinking.com. (No shipping
fees - limited one
per household)

It’s your opportunity. It’s your life.
It’s your decision. Get Your
CashThinking Today!
Kevin Chan
Personal Financial Advisor
DivineCoach@gmail.com
www.DivineThinking.com

The
famous
CashThinking
message
will
alert you to seek
opportunities to find
true
management
right in your own
back
backyard
without
getting
sidetracked
by

Old Medicine
from the river and then, inserting
the bill into its rectum, would inject
the water into its bowel, which the
bird would relieve in a few minutes.
The bird would repeat this several
times, until its bowel was completely
emptied, and would then sit and rest
for a few minutes until its vitality was
restored. Then, after drinking freely
from the river, it would fly away as
strong and active as ever.

selfishness and greed.

“Helping others is the heart of
happiness, Service to others is
the secret to a joyful life.”

by Rachail Baxter

Ancient
Sumerians,
Egyptians,
Chinese, Greeks and Romans all used
enemas for cleansing the bowel. The
implements for giving enemas and
records of their use are recorded in
Egyptian artifacts over 4,000 years
old. Hippocrates (4th and 5th century
B.C.E.) recorded using enemas for
fever therapy. Pare, in 1600 CE,
offered the first distinction between
colon irrigation and the popular
enema therapy of that age.
During the 17th and 18th centuries,
enemas for the relief of constipation
were the craze in Europe. King Louis
XIV of France reportedly received over
two thousand enemas (some while
receiving dignitaries at court). In the
19th and early 20th centuries, colonics
for ridding the body of toxins were
popular at health resorts in Europe
and America. But by the 1930s new
drug therapies were the big news in
medicine, and colonics slipped out of
mainstream medical science.
Most of us are in a constant state of
dehydration and constipation, and
lack the knowledge of proper bowel
function.
What is proper bowel
function? Provided you have a good
diet (lots of fresh, whole live fruits
and vegetables) you should eliminate
approximately within one hour after

each meal. Elimination should be
quick and painless and should feel
complete. Stool should be medium to
light brown, have very little odor and
break up in water.
Constipation is one of the major
reasons people seek colonics. Colon
problems such as colitis, irritable
syndrome and diverticulitis affect
two million people (a conservative
estimate) in this country.
These
problems can be treated effectively
by hydro-colon therapy.
If you
experience bloating, abdominal
distention, gas pains, stomach aches,
or get filled very quickly after eating,
you may be a candidate for hydrocolon therapy.
Rachail Baxter is a Certified HydroColon and Licensed Massage
Therapist whose personal experience
with colon hydrotherapy led her to her
work. Her practice, Internal Healing
Center, is located at 2180 Kolo Road
in Kilauea. She offers series discounts
and a Lift technique (not available
anywhere else in Hawai`i). Visit her
web site for the answers to commonly
asked questions about hydro-colon
therapy. For more information please
call 808-828-1313 or visit www.
internalhealingcenter.com.
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Pain relief with Bowenwork
I had very intense low back pain and
sciatica when I came to my first Bowen
session. I left feeling much better, with
the pain and spasm having subsided
greatly. I did the exercises suggested
to keep my hamstring muscles loose.
I had some good days and some
bad as my body readjusted and
then I felt great. Thank you so much.
Obviously, I am very impressed with
Bowenwork. Its philosophy of using the
body’s self healing mechanisms rather
than trying to “force” healing from the
outside makes genuine sense to me.
Brian J. Ellinoy, Pharm.D.

As a Bowenwork practitioner I am able
to give my clients much faster and often
lasting relief from a larger
variety of conditions than
I used to as an advanced
massage
therapist.
Bowenwork
addresses
the body as a whole.
It involves gentle and
direct manipulation on
muscles, tendons, fascia,
ligaments, joints and
nerves.
Most Bowen moves are made directly
on muscles and a stretch is maintained
for several seconds before the move
is made. Research has shown that it
takes about 90 seconds for the muscles
to respond to the input, while sensory
nerves and receptors send information
about the muscle, tendon, skin and
organ to the brain via the spinal cord.
The Bowen practitioner leaves the body
for two minutes after each series of
moves giving the body time to respond.
This is an important part of the technique
and why I feel Bowenwork has profound
and lasting results for pain relief. The
body starts a process of self-healing as
the muscles unwind and release. Scar
tissue and adhesions soften, tension
patterns balance and the body realigns.
This process starts during the Bowen
session and lasts for several days after.
The body’s integrated response to
Bowenwork improves circulation and
lymphatic drainage; it also enhances
the assimilation of nutrients and the
elimination of toxins from the body.
Bowenwork has been used effectively
to reduce rehabilitation time after
illness, surgery or injury, regardless of
how much time has passed, and many
patients report surprising and unexpected

recovery when nothing else had worked.
Clients often experience major or total
improvement in seemingly unrelated
problems they had forgotten to mention.
Many health professionals are hearing
from their patients about the positive
results for pain relief of this gentle and
non-invasive therapy and are finding
Bowenwork to be an incredibly effective
support therapy. MDs, chiropractors,
physical therapists, nurses, acupuncturists
and massage therapists have now taken the
Bowenwork training. Physical therapists
at Kaiser Permanente in California and
Ann Arbor, MI are applying it in their
practice and occupational therapists
are now incorporating Bowenwork in
the Swedish Hospital in
Seattle, WA.
Bowenwork can be done
through lightweight and
loose-fitting
clothing
and
is
completely
safe for everyone. It is
appropriate for not only
the highly trained athlete,
but newborns, pregnant
women, the elderly and the chronically
ill.
I have worked with many clients in the
past 26 years and have not seen the
dramatic healing effects in the past that
I now see routinely in my Bowenwork
practice.
For information on new training
seminars starting in the Hawaiian
Islands in February and documented
research, please check the international
website of the Bowen Therapy Academy
of Australia: www.bowtech.com. You
will find a complete list of accredited
Bowenwork practitioners and instructors
in the US and 30 other countries.
Learn this unique Australian
healing system with
Karin Twohig
Bowen Practitioner and Instructor
Bowen Therapy Academy of
Australia
Bowenwork School & Center, Carmel,
CA.
www.bowenworkschoool.com
call (831) 238-2228
approved for NCBTMB
credit hours

Discover and Use More of
Your Brain’s Potential
Monroe Products, founded by Robert A. Monroe, is
internationally known for its work with audio sound patterns
that can have dramatic effects on states of consciousness.
Monroe observed, during his early research, that certain
sounds create a frequency following response in the
electrical activity of the brain.
Those observations led to some remarkable findings
dealing with the very nature of human consciousness.
Researchers learned specific sounds could be blended
and sequenced to gently lead the brain to various states
ranging from deep relaxation or sleep to expanded
states of awareness and other extraordinary states.
This compelling research became the foundation of a
noninvasive and easy-to-use audio guidance technology
known as Hemi-Sync®.
The audio guidance process works through the generation
of complex, multi-layered audio signals, which act
together to create a resonance that is reflected in
unique brain-wave forms characteristic of specific states
of consciousness. The result is a focused, whole-brain
state known as hemispheric synchronization, or HemiSync®, where the left and right hemispheres are working
together in a state of coherence. Different Hemi-Sync®
signals are used to facilitate deep relaxation, focused
attention, or other desired states. As an analogy, lasers
produce focused, coherent light. Hemi-Sync® produces a
focused, coherent mind, which is an optimal condition for
improving human performance.
Specific combinations of Hemi-Sync® signals, for
example, can help individuals achieve laser-like focus
and concentration. Different Hemi-Sync® signals are used
to facilitate profound relaxation, expanded awareness
or other desired states. Depending on the intended
goals, music, verbal guidance or subtle sound effects are
combined with Hemi-Sync® to strengthen its effectiveness.
Users remain in total control as these recordings
do not contain subliminal messages. Hemispheric
synchronization does occur naturally in daily life, but
typically only for random, brief periods of time. HemiSync® can assist individuals in achieving and sustaining
this highly productive, coherent brain-wave state.
Robert Monroe’s work inspired an entire industry of
mind/brain products. After nearly 50 years of research
and development, the extraordinary Hemi-Sync® process
remains unparalleled in its ability to assist us in harnessing
our human potential. Hemi-Sync® sets the standard for
personal development products, offering more than 250
products for a wide variety of applications.

See what Hemi-Sync®
can do for you!
Visit www.hemi-sync.com
Call toll-free 800-541-2488 (USA and Canada)
Outside USA: 434-263-8692
©2007 Monroe Products®. All Rights Reserved.
www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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If your wrist hurts, why do I work on your
pelvis? An osteopathic approach to pain.
By Karen Sept, D.O.

The central point of osteopathy is
that your body can heal itself if it
is allowed to move normally. So
why don’t we all just get better on
our own?
Sometimes tightness,
restrictions and good old-fashioned
injury prevent the body from moving
smoothly. Everything is connected
to everything else, so it is not just
possible, but likely, that pain in one
body area cannot be improved until
the whole body is allowed to move
as it should.
In fact you can do this for yourself.
The first and most important thing

to do is to breathe. Breathe deeply
and continuously. Breathe all the
way into your pelvis and all the way
out without pausing between breaths
for at least 100 breaths a day. This
is what Dr. Robert Fulford called the
piston breath in his book, The Touch
of Life: The Healing Power of the
Natural Life Force. If you do this
without fail, your body will have a
much better chance of righting itself.
Another important step toward
health is to eat a balanced diet that
includes adequate carbohydrates,
protein and fat with plenty of fruits
and vegetables, eaten mindfully.
Dr. Fulford’s book is an excellent
resource
for
understanding
osteopathy and self-help on the road

to good health. His belief in love
as an intrinsic part of all healing is
unique in medical literature. Robert
Fulford D.O. spent over 50 years
helping patients who did not find
assistance in conventional medicine
and teaching osteopaths how to
apply his techniques to their own
patients. I had the privilege of
learning and teaching with him in
his last decades.
If you have trouble
applying
Dr.
Fulford’s advice
on your own, or
find that you are
not improving at
the rate you would
like to see, I can
frequently
help

you to speed your healing along
by encouraging recalcitrant parts to
move in a healthy way.
I’ve also been fortunate enough
to work with several of the great
teachers of osteopathy including
Viola Fryman, Alan Becker, Phillip
Greenman and Fred Mitchell. As
a result, I can often be of help
to children with special health
needs, babies with breast-feeding
difficulties and people with sports
injuries, in addition to just about
anyone with pain.
Karen Sept, D.O.
www.hawaiiosteopath.com
808-254-4844

Dr. Jerry Tennant
– Energetic Medicine Man
An Integrative Approach to Healing, and Tapping
into the Body’s Healing Potential

by Karla Bass
Dr. Jerry Tennant, creator, founder and medical
director of The Tennant Institute for Integrative
Medicine in Dallas, Texas, is dedicated to an
integrated approach to healing. He is an inventor,
author, lecturer and has worked for over 30 years
as a world renowned Board Certified Ophthalmic
Surgeon. In addition, Dr. Tennant has received
many awards including the American Academy
of Ophthalmology Service Award and the Corboy
Award for Contributions to Ophthalmology.
Dr. Tennant created the Tennant Biomodulator®
after years of working with patients with chronic
pain and illnesses. It uses cybernetic biofeedback
and energetic medicine principles. It is a precision
medical instrument that is FDA cleared for
symptomatic relief and management of chronic,
intractable pain. It is also cleared for adjunctive
treatment in the management of post-surgical and
post-traumatic pain.
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“I
learned
about
the
Tennant
Biomodulator® from my ophthalmologist,
Dr. Malcom Ing, and bought one on his
say so. It was the best purchase I have
ever made. The great benefits of having
a Biomodulator include amazing daily
relief of chronic joint pain in my back,
knee and shoulder. I have not used
any prescription medication for pain in
three years. Dozens of my friends and
students have experienced similar results. For a
traditional western medical doctor, Dr. Tennant has
a deep holistic understanding of the human body.
His unique ability to communicate his integrative
understanding of Eastern and Western medicine
is truly a gift to audiences and patients alike.
Having attended five of Dr. Tennant’s trainings
over the past three years, I now have a greater
understanding of my body,” said Honolulu yoga
teacher Rick Bernstein. Visit aortainparadise.
blogspot.com for more on Rick’s story.
Tiffany Vara of Honolulu reports, ”On Monday
May 3, 2004 our family’s life was changed
forever when our 2-year-old daughter, Abigail,
nearly drowned in our pool and hospital test show
she was without oxygen for a significant amount
of time. Statistically there was no way she could
have survived through the ER. Meeting Dr. Tennant
was the turning point in this journey. Dr. Tennant
is a brilliant physician, a pioneer, and, at the root
of it, just a very good man. He has dramatically
altered the path we were taking with Abbie, and

is helping us to fulfill all our hopes for her.” Visit
www.prayforabby.com for more on Abbie’s story.
Dr. Tennant, inventor, author and lecturer on
energetic medicine, now returns to Hawai`i twice
a year to teach Energetic and Integrative Medicine
and the use of the Tennant Biomodulator®. There
will be an introductory lecture on Thursday,
February 21, 2008 at 7:00 PM at Hilton Waikiki
Prince Kuhio in Waikiki Beach, which precedes
the two-day training, and is open and free to
the public. This is always an informative and
educational experience and allows viewers to
more fully understand Dr. Tenant’s mission and
protocol.
For more information on Dr. Tennant and the
Tennant Biomodulator® contact Senergy Medical
Group at www.senergy.us or 866-514-8221.
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SwáSthya Yôga (DeRose Method)
By Guilherme Alves
Out of all the existing types of yôga, there is one, in
particular, that is special because it is the most complete.
It produces fast and lasting effects like no other. It is the ancient yôga today
known as SwáSthya Yôga, the systematization of Dakshinacharat ántrikaNiríshwarasámkhya Yôga, from the pre-classic period. In order to make it
intelligible, it was necessary to systematize it, just as an archaeologist would
do with precious fragments that were being found during an excavation.
Ancient yôga contains those elements found in all other
modalities of yôga. There is not a single kind of yôga that is so complete.
In a SwáSthya Yôga practice you will be practicing Á sana yôga, rája yôga,
bhakti yôga, karma yôga, jñána yôga, layá yôga, mantra yôga and tantra
yôga, as well as the constituent elements of the more modern subdivisions,
born from these branches, such as hatha yôga, kundaliní yôga, kriyá yôga,
dhyána yôga, mahá yôga, suddha rája yôga, ashtánga yôga, integral yôga
and many others.

1. mudrá

reflexological gestures made with the hands;

2. pújá

retribution of energy, energetic exchange;

3. mantra

vocalization of sounds and ultra-sounds;

4. pránáyáma

expansion of bio-energy through breathing techniques;

5. kriyá

purification of the mucous membranes;

6. ásana

corporeal techniques;

7. yôganidrá

relaxation techniques;

8. samyama

concentration, meditation and samádhi.

If you would like to know more about SwáSthya Yôga log on
to: www.derosehawaii.com or call (808) 779-9712.

But be attentive: although ancient yôga (SwáSthya) has, in itself, the
constituting elements of all these types of yôga, it is not formed by combining
these branches, but rather, it is based on a much more ancient tradition, one
which precedes all of these.
The

formal defintion of our yôga:

SwáSthya Yôga is the name of the systematization of the
ancient yôga, pre-classic, the most complete yôga in the world,
(Dakshinacharatántrika-Niríshwarasámkhya Yôga).
Ashtánga S

ádhana

The principal characteristic of SwáSthya Yôga is its orthodox practice
denominated ashtánga sádhana (ashta = eight; anga = part; sádhana =
practice). It is an integrated practice of eight parts:

KANGEN WATER™
By David Lemon

What is Kangen Water? ™ There are seemingly endless answers to this
simple question. I was introduced to Kangen Water™ in March of 2007
by a good friend. He dropped by my office one afternoon and asked me
a simple question: Have you ever heard that cancer
and disease cannot grow in an alkaline environment?
I immediately showed him my computer screen, where
I had just been reading about that very topic. I had
been researching the prior few months to find a viable
treatment for cancer that did not involve chemo or
radiation. Everything I read kept leading me back
to alkalinity. He then proceeded to tell me about the
benefits of alkaline water and why our bodies needed
it. There is over 30 years of history in Japan, as to
how drinking alkaline water has provided people with
better health and improved quality of life.
  
The benefits of that introduction have produced
incredible improvements to my over all health, as well as to the health of
many others who have also made the wise decision to drink the water.
Kangen Water™   is pure, living water. It is full of antioxidants and
micro clustered molecules that help detoxify our bodies and satisfy the

free radicals, keeping them from damaging our healthy cells.
What has Kangen Water ™ done for me? I no longer suffer from acid
reflux, joint pain, high blood pressure, high cholesterol
and fatigue. My overall energy and stamina is
greater and I actually feel like I did when in my youth.
Another great thing that Kangen Water™ has given
me is wonderful testimonies from hundreds of people
as to how their lives and health have improved since
drinking the water. The true joy in life is seeing
and hearing about the good things that others are
receiving, and knowing that you had a part in making
their lives better. I truly thank God every day for
bringing this water into my life and affording me the
opportunity to share it with others.  
           
Please feel free to contact me to get more information
about the many benefits of Kangen Water™. You may reach me at
785-224-4573, 785-862-7931 or e-mail me at DLemon@
KangenSolutions.com.   We also continue to update and add new
information to our web site www.KangenSolutions.com.

www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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In Her Alchemy
We cannot find outside what we lack
inside ourselves. Many women dream
of being loved and understood, but
pay very little attention to learning to
love themselves. Love yourself first and
you will open the door to being loved
by others. This is the focus of a new
series of classes by Céline Remy, a
licensed therapist and practitioner of
inner alchemy, co-owner and operator
of “The tree of Life.”
For centuries, women’s sexuality has
been repressed. As a result, most
of us approach our bodies and
sexuality with fear, shame and guilt.
Our goal-oriented society pressures
us to increase our performance and
achievements on the surface level
of life. This promotes a mentality of
self-sacrifice that drives us to focus
outside of ourselves for our self-worth
and sense of satisfaction. And the
media forces us to compare ourselves
with photos of perfect, air-brushed,
teenage models that leave no room
for finding the unique beauty that is
waiting to radiate from each of us.

by Céline Remy

It is time to take a break and listen
to ourselves. It is time to feel and
experience our feminine needs and
desires, and to remember the beauty
within that truly inspires
and nourishes us. It is
time to inspire the inner
beauty that radiates
from within, by giving
our body and soul the
nourishment and love it
needs and deserves.
Studies have shown
that specific exercises,
including daily selfmassage with breathing
techniques, not only
tone up the body, but also support
the body’s ability to maintain health,
wake up our feminine essence, and
stimulate the production of endorphins,
the body’s own happiness hormones.
Endorphins reduce stress, lower blood
pressure, decrease pain and boost the
immune system.

Endorphins flow freely in a happy,
vibrant, healthy body and bring a
delightful sensation of well-being
that translates into a radiance and
confidence that is the
pillar of attraction and
beauty. By practicing
certain
“sexual”
exercises, we can
reduce our menstrual
symptoms, augment our
pleasure and vitality,
increase
energy,
develop self-confidence
and nurture self-love.
In Her Alchemy is a
series of self-discovery I
created which includes several microclasses to deepen the understanding
of the female body and its natural
state of beauty. We will embark on a
journey through the feminine essence.
Because we all have different needs
and expectations you can create
the program you desire. This series
provides a safe, caring space for

women to experience new realities
of sexual freedom, confidence and
beauty that increase happiness and
the ability to love ourselves. When we
love ourselves, we are ready to love
and be loved by others.
We need to break the taboos that
undervalue feminine power and
sexuality. We need to give permission
to the real woman to emerge from
within. We have the power to
transform ourselves and our reality,
and to inspire the souls around us.
For more information about the
workshops, free introductory classes
and location, contact Céline at the
Tree of Life 808-637 9363 or by
email: celine.remy@gmail.com.

ALOHA RAINBOW BRIDGE LLC.
By Tamara “Rainbow”

Aloha
Rainbow
Bridge is the home
of
an
integrated
energy
center.
The
co-visionaries
and owners of this
endeavor, Rainbow,
the artist, and Donna
Taylor RN, energy
healer and Kabalah
instructor,
hold
a
vision of creating spiritual and inspirational art
products based on the original “Art by Rainbow,”
combined with experiential practices that promote
health, balance and spiritual growth.

Hawai`i and also will be available from the
website www.aloharainbowbridge.com. Rainbow’s
dynamic, colorful “soul art” holds a vibration
of joy and love. Rainbow’s lively line of natural
play clothes, children’s books, posters, cards and
more will brighten your day and be a wonderful
affordable gift to share with those you love.

Our mission is to provide anyone who enters an
accessible place, products and experience to
support their own highest vision of peace, joy and
healing. The greater goal is to support the oneness of
all human beings and care for our Mother the Earth
by offering opportunities to expand consciousness
and build a community of caring.

The energy center will offer multiple modalities for
spiritual growth and healing. These will include
Tao energy exercise classes, Tao holistic energy
healing, Thai yoga massage and classes, Kabalah
classes and readings, individual soul paintings with
readings by Rainbow, and child and adult spiritual
painting classes.

Rainbow and Donna have held this vision
separately for many years on opposite sides of the
world. Rainbow traveled from Belgium to Hawai`i
to meet her vision partner in 2006. She responded
to her call to Hawai`i and now resides and works
in Honolulu guided by her angels to spread love
through her art.

Spiritual ceremonies such as
weddings,
vow
renewals,
baptisms and memorial services
will also be available through
the “Order of the Dove,” along
with ongoing full and new
moon, solstice and equinox
rituals to bring individual peace
and grow community on our
beautiful island of O`ahu.

The Rainbow Bridge integrated Energy Center is
happy to announce the release of Rainbow’s first
spiritual children’s book. The book is sold out in
Belgium and this is the first English and Japanese
version! The characters in the book, Ben, Bob and
Bo, are wondering where Father Sun is sleeping.
With help from the geese, they go hunting for the big
secret. Do you know where Father Sun is sleeping?
Come to our shop and find out….

The artistic products and Rainbow’s gallery will be
based at the energy center in downtown Honolulu
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Come share in our vision
and mission at
1040 King Street
Suite 101
Tamara: (808) 225-8428
Donna: (808) 282-8818
www.aloha-rainbowbridge.com

Wellness Products & Services
Hawaiian Rainforest
Salon and Spa
Hawaiian Rainforest Salon and Spa has been serving the Hawaiian
Islands for over 15 years. We have five spas throughout the island
chain and one in the Napa valley region of California. We believe
we can impact the world by nurturing our guests through proactive
healing techniques. As therapists, we feel honored to provide a full
range of spa treatments, ranging from facials and massage to body
wraps. We employ many native Hawaiian and kama`aina therapists
who incorporate lomi lomi techniques derived from many family based
variations, along with fusion hot stone massage, designed individually for
you, our guest. We also provide full service salons at all of our locations.
We use Beaubelle, a holistic product line which is based out of Switzerland
and Malaysia. Beaubelle’s promise is to put one’s “body, mind and soul
in harmony.” We are the only spas throughout the Hawaiian Island chain
and USA to provide a Beaubelle experience; our staff will be delighted
to remind you what that feels like!
Here’s to your health and happiness
- happy holidays from our therapists at
Hawaiian RainForest Salon & Spas and
Spa Beaubelle.
Please experience our web sites at:
http://www.hawaiianrainforest.com
and http://www.beaubelle.com.

Craniosacral Magic
by Elle Caldwell
My friend Dave arrived
one sunny Kaua`i afternoon
to take some photos for
my craniosacral therapy
brochure. A professional
photographer, Dave offered
to take the photos after
receiving a craniosacral
treatment from me a few
days earlier. He was very
excited about his treatment,
because he woke up the
next morning with great
relief from severe back pain
he had been coping with for weeks.
So there we stood thinking about how to portray this
gentle, yet powerful therapy that works with the spine, skull,
diaphragms and fascia. Then Dave spotted the large crystal
ball sitting on a shelf. “We can get some really great stuff
with this!” Dave exclaimed. He said he thought the photos
should show a “magical” quality in my hands, as that’s what
he had experienced in our craniosacral session. I smiled and
agreed that there is magic in this therapy that has to do with
the client’s internal healing mechanism and willingness, the
unique approach and technique of this modality, the personal
touch and intuition of the practitioner and the grace of spirit.
Indeed it feels wonderful to have more free flow and ease of
movement in your body’s fluids, muscles and tissues.
Then off we went to the ocean and had a ball taking photos!
Elle Caldwell, Certified Craniosacral Therapist
808-651-2178
kauaicraniosacral.com

Speaker

Allow

Love,

co-founded by Rod and Kathy
Russell, brings you a multitude
of services. We offer you
channeling (individual, joint and
group sessions), several different
healing modalities (intuitive reiki,
ReJourney, soul retrievals, soul
merges, Sananda’s Love, crystal
therapy and sound therapy) and
present for sale a huge selection
of hand-picked crystals, top-quality
Tibetan bowls and unique, one-ofa-kind wire-wrapped jewelry--Spirit
Jewelry by Kathy.
Classes by Allow Love include
Intuitive
Reiki,
Channeling
101, Introduction to Crystals,
Manifestation,
Transmission
Meditation, Wire Wrapping and
many more.

aqua cranial sacral sessions, yoga
nidra meditation, creating sacred
space, massage and more to
come.
All of the work and services
provided by Allow Love have two
primary requirements: First, the
work or service must come from the
heart. Second, it must be about
empowering clients and assisting
them to step up to be the master
that they are.
Check out our websites www.
CustomizedSpiritualourneys.
com and www.AllowLove.com
for a more complete listing and
descriptions of our classes and
services.

Sponsored outside services include
“Kaua`i, an Inside View” tours,

Calendar
Kauai

January 5, 12, 26
Saturday morning 9:30 am
- 11:00 am - Qigong classes
at the beautiful Kahuna Valley
Retreat. www.kahunavalley.org
January 19
Radiant Lotus Qigong with
Daisy Lee. Women’s Health
and Empowerment Workshop
from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
at Kahuna Valley Retreat in
Kapaa. For more info email
radiantlotus@gmail.com
January 26 & 27
4th Annual Inspiration Kauai
Wellness Expo “A Healthy
Kauai” with Keynote Speaker
Fred Alan Wolf, PhD fondly
known as Dr. Quantum in
What the Bleep..? and The
Secret. Join Fred at his book
signing 4:00pm. PresentationHow Quantum Physics Can
Change Your Life begins at
5:30-7:00pm, VIP reception to
follow. information on tickets
call 808-652-4328 or visit
www.inspirationjournal.com.

February 2
5th Annual East Side Family
Summit - Saturday from
1:00 - 5:00 pm at Kapaa
High School. Free food,
entertainment, information and
activities for the whole family.
Contact Bridget Arume for more
details: bridget@kahunavalley.
org
February 9, 16, 23
Saturday morning 9:30 am
- 11:00 am - Qigong classes
at the beautiful Kahuna Valley
Retreat. www.kahunavalley.org
February 24
PILGRIMAGE
FOR
COMPASSION with GRAND
MASTER RILEY LEE On Sunday,
2:00-4:00PM, world-renowned
shakuhachi (Japanese flute)
Grand Master Riley Lee will
perform at Lawai International
Center’s
Eighth
Annual
Pilgrimage for Compassion at
the 88 shrines in Lawai Valley.
The Center is an archaeological
and cultural treasure in a valley
that has long been recognized
as a healing sanctuary and is
the one of the oldest Buddhist
temple sites in the country.
For more information call 6394300, LM@hawaii.rr.com  or
visit www.lawaicenter.org.

Call us at 808-821-9606
or email us at
allowlove@hawaii.rr.com.

ON GOING
QI GONG CLASSES
Beginning Qi Gong classes
are offered every week with
easy practices which promote
balance, reduced stress and
greater vitality. For more
information call 639-4300 or
Qi@hawaii.rr.com

OAHU
January 20
Optimysstique “I have a
dream” 11a.m.-11p.m. at
the Waimea Valley Audubon
Center- ongoing yoga classes,
massage, art, music, fashion,
cuisine, sustainability and more.
Call 808-637-2117 or email
cabspates@yahoo.com
for
more information.
January 28
Fred Spanjaard & Global
Media Productions Presents:
“An Evening with Deepak
Chopra”, Monday, January
28, 2008 7.30PM at
Hawai’i Convention Center in
Waikiki. Tickets Available from
Global Media Productions,
(808) 875-8820 www.
globalmediaproductions.com.
$45 General Admission, $60

Silver Circle Seating, $125 VIP
Gold Circle Seating with VIP
Reception (Meet & Greet with
Deepak Chopra 6-7PM at Ala
Moana Hotel)
January 28
“An Evening with Deepak
Chopra” January 28, 2008,
7:30 pm at the Hawaii
Convention Center in Honolulu.
Tickets on sale at Ticketmaster
1-888-829-8808.

HAWAII
March 8-16 Kona, Hi
Huna Higher Consciousness
Workshop Contact: American
Pacific University 1-800-800MIND Mainland Huna Wisdom:
An Introduction to Hawaiian
Huna Newport Beach, CA on Jan
19-20 Clinical Hypnotherapy
Certification Course in San Jose,
CA. on Jan 18-20 and in Culver
City, CA. on Jan 25-27 The
Empowering Your Life SeminarRFeb 1-3 Seattle, WA; Feb 8-10
San Diego, CA and Feb 15-17
Toronto, Ont. Contact: American
Pacific University 1-800-800MIND

www.inspirationjo urnal.com
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Ancient Medicines of Rejuvenation
Ayurveda and Siddha Vaidya
By Sharon Forsyth

Ayurveda and
Siddha Vaidya
medicines
define health
as a complete presence of physical,
mental, emotional, spiritual and
social balance.
Ayurveda means
“Science of Life”. Siddha Vaidya
means “Perfection of Health”. These
are two of the oldest systems for
detoxifying and regenerating the
body and mind.

blood, lymph, fat, etc.

Pancha Karma is the Ayurvedic way
of cleansing and rejuvenating the
body. There are seven layers of vital
tissues called dhatus. These tissues
are the lymphatics, blood, muscle, fat,
bone, bone marrow and reproductive
tissue. Traditionally, it is undertaken
as a preventative therapy at the
change of the seasons. It is designed
to penetrate the tissues in order to
dislodge unwanted accumulations
of waste materials known as “ama”.
Ama is the result of all undigested
foods, thought forms or emotions. It
accumulates in the GI tract and seeps
out into tissues of the body such as

Pancha Karma means “5 actions”.
These actions are designed to cleanse
the stomach, liver, intestinal tract,
blood, sinus and colon and are
performed on the body in a very
specific order. When done properly,
they will detoxify and rejuvenate the
whole system, bringing youthfulness
and radiant health to the body and
calmness to the mind.

The program generally
takes 7 consecutive days
to adequately address
each of these layers of
tissue. However, shorter
cleanses can be created
for individual needs.
Special nutrifying foods
are prepared to assist the body in
letting go of toxins.

Purva Karma is the preparation for
Pancha Karma. The aim is to mobilize
and liquefy toxins from the tissues
and to move it out towards the large

hollow organs of the
body, which then allows
Pancha Karma to flush
them out. Purva Karma
is absolutely necessary
for the success of Pancha
Karma.
Some of the treatments you
may experience as part of
your program:
Abyyanga/Snehan: Warm, herbally
medicated oil, massaged in a specific
rhythm and direction.
Swedan: Sweat therapies
Udvartan is a deep scrub using
herbalized paste. Good to assist
weight loss and tone tissue.
Shirodhara: A fine stream of warm
medicated oil gently poured on the
forehead calms the mind and nervous
system

Navarra Kirzhi – Pouches of herbs and
rice, cooked in herbally medicated
milk are lightly rubbed into the body
producing a warm paste that is
absorbed into the tissue.
Siddha Hot Oil - includes the warmth
and oleation of purva karma, the
cleansing actions of pancha karma
and the rejuvenation properties of
kriya karma. Pouches filled with
herbs are soaked in hot, herbally
medicated oil, and then gently swept
across the body.
Sharon Forsyth has been in the
healing field for over 25 years and
an Ayurvedic Practitioner for 11
years on the Big Island of Hawaii.
Sharon is the owner and practitioner
of Akash Healing Center in Kona,
where pancha karma cleansing and
rejuvenation retreats is offered all
year round as well as self care classes
for individuals and couples. You can
contact her at (808) 989 -5741 or
www.akashhealingcenter.com

MALAMA SALT CRYSTAL LAMPS
The Benefits Are Crystal Clear

Himalayan Salt
It’s a well known fact: the human
body cannot survive without water or
salt. One is as essential as the other.
Both provide energy. Salt, however,
is among our earthly elements.
Well-known as the “salt of the earth,”
Himalayan salt crystal is over 250
million years old and is essentially
the captured bio-photonic content
from a more pure time in our planet’s
history.
This salt was produced as climate
changed and ancient primordial
oceans dried up. Exposed to
tremendous heat and pressure within
the earth, Himalayan salt crystallized.
The more intense the pressure, the
more ideal the crystalline structure
became with its natural energy.
It’s only logical that a salt-derived
product emitting that type of energy
can strongly enhance well being.
Himalayan salt actually contains
all 84 trace elements and natural
minerals which comprise the human

body and have been
found to improve wellness
and bodily functions with
regular use.
Harnessing this energy and
exposing it to humans in a
natural day-to-day manner
has been fine tuned. Best
of all, it’s as appealing and
comforting as it is physically
rewarding.
MIND – BODY - SPIRIT
Malama Salt Crystal Lamps
help nature run its most
beneficial course. Also
known as rock salt lamps,
these beautiful natural air
purifiers possess the unique
capability of generating
negative ions in the air –
thus working as ionizers.
Negative
ions
are
essential for our health
and well being. The
uplifting freshness of the
air on a mountain top,

after a thunderstorm or
close to the ocean lies in
the high concentration of
negative ions in the air.
These “vitamins of the air”
are extremely essential
for human beings since
they serve as air purifiers,
kill bacteria and other
harmful organisms, plus
increase air quality and well
being. Malama Salt Crystal
Lamps are an appealing,
economical, maintenancefree alternative of nature’s
route to improving air quality.
This natural, unprocessed salt
contains a high crystalline
structure allowing nutrients
to be absorbed at the
cellular level, purifying
the body physically and
bioenergetically.
Lamps are utilized for
a variety of natural
treatments:
to
improve
sleep,

speed
recovery
in
burn
patients,
relieve
migraine
headaches,
reduce
stress,
boost serotonin levels in the
bloodstream, relieve sinus,
allergy and asthma problems,
enhance the immune system,
increase work productivity and
concentration, reduce cold and
flu susceptibility and enhance
learning and alertness.
Again, it’s all about energy – life
force and consciousness. Each of
these terms can be used to describe
the hidden potential locked within
the crystalline structure of the salt and
released through Malama Crystal
Salt Lamps.
For more information Contact:
Rachel Haili (808) 381-8019
Connie Zepeda
(808) 255-7873
manoawahine@aol.com
Dealership/Wholesale
Welcome!

www.inspirationjournal.com
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Wendi Crandall-Amidon

Founder of Nalo’s Healing Arts for Animals LLC
Wendi CrandallAmidon
was
inspired
to
begin
her
rewarding work
with
animals
by a special dog named Nalo who awakened her
spirit. She was motivated by her own rehabilitation
and healing experience with complementary holistic
healing arts after a broken back and cancer.
1. What inspired you to start Nalo’s Healing
Arts for Animals LLC (Nalo’s)?
I was blessed with two loud and clear wake-up calls.
The first was when a cave collapsed and a 500 lb
boulder landed on my back. The second was being
diagnosed with breast cancer at age 34. After two

Interviewed by Dion Lawson Shimabukuro

wake up calls I decided to listen to the messages the
universe was giving me and change.

life. Nalo touched many peoples’ hearts. He left a
legacy.

Shortly after being diagnosed with cancer a stray
dog, Nalo, came into my life and awakened my
soul. He inspired me to open my heart and work
with animals. Once I followed my heart all these
doors starting opening for me.

3. What services do you offer at Nalo’s?
Nalo’s is a spiritual partnership that helps promote
wellbeing for all animals nurturing their minds, bodies
and spirits. Our services include hydrotherapy, reiki,
massage, Healing Touch for Animals®, bereavement
and hospice services, aromatherapy, infrared
system, gemstone therapy, light and shamanic
healing techniques, canine self swims, rejuvenation
and relaxation sessions (great for special occasions
like birthdays, etc.), and animal reiki instruction/
certification.

2. What did Nalo come to share with you?
The main lessons Nalo came to teach me were
unconditional love, transformation and the power of
strengthening our own healing process through the
mind, body and spirit. He needed a lot of medical
and complementary healing care. Makai Animal
Clinic was crucial to Nalo’s healing (Western and
acupuncture) as was massage and reiki. This wise
soul brought gratitude, love and light back into my

Nalo’s is also exclusively offering two new healing
techniques: the Animal & Human Connection
Technique (AHCT) and SonaTactic Energy Massage
Therapy (SEMT) for animals. AHCT is an experience
of clarity where two certified healing practitioners
use various healing techniques which guide and
encourage both animal and human into a deep
meditative relaxation. Benefits include a deepened
sense of connection and wellbeing for yourself and
companion animal, inner peace, insights into how
your animal’s and your energy profoundly affect
each other, and a deeper healing for animal and
human.
SEMT is one of a growing number of tactile sound
therapies designed as a sound bed that convey sound
waves directly to the animal’s body. The ancient high
cultures were well aware of the transformative power
of music and how vibration affects the mind, body
and spirit. SEMT is helpful in the treatment of pain,
anxiety, depression, fatigue, and stress. These new
approaches are helping animals emerge feeling
deeply rested and energized.
4. Do you work with veterinary services?
Most of my clients are referrals from veterinary
offices and word of mouth. When animal specialists
network together and offer a balanced wellness plan
we are honoring animals.
Gratitude, love and light to all the animals, humans
and the spirit world for making Nalo’s Healing
Arts for Animals possible!!!
Wendi has a MA in
Special Education and is
an Animal Reiki Master
Teacher, Certified Animal
Massage
Therapist,
Healing Touch for Animals®
Practitioner,
Certified
Soaring Crane Qigong
Teacher, Certified Canine
Aquatics Therapist, and
member of the Association
of Canine Water Therapy
and Association Bodywork
& Massage Professionals.
Wendi Crandall-Amidon (808) 230-8972
Wendi_Crandall@hotmail.com

https://www.naloshealingartsforanimals.com
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Vemma®

Quite Possibly the Most Powerful Liquid Antioxidant Program in the World!
Do you feel your
best, or is your
age
starting
to show? Are
you
running
out of energy
before you’re running out of the things that have
to get done? Are you happy with what you see?
Vemma® can help jumpstart your life to a whole new
dimension and put power back into your hands.
Everyone
knows
vitamins...

they

should

take

antioxidant vitamins to create the most powerful
liquid antioxidant nutrition program anywhere!

Remember...if it doesn’tsay Vemma, its just
juice.

We believe so strongly in Vemma® that we offer
a 30 day, empty-bottle, money-back guarantee.
While there are many juice products on the market
to choose from today, most offer very
little in terms of critical vitamins and
minerals. So why take a juice product
and a vitamin/mineral supplement?
With Vemma®, you get it all!

Who knew taking care of your body could
be so easy?
For more information:
CONTACT: Pat Taira (808) 351-1661
(Independent Distributor)
pattaira@hawaii.rr.com
http://myvemma.com/pattaira

But who wants to choke down a handful
of tablets every day? Introducing Vemma®
the cure for ‘pill fatigue syndrome’ ….
Vemma® blends the most recent science and
nature’s finest to form a complete and delicious
once-a-day liquid supplement that provides you
with everything you need and more to kick
your health and energy levels into overdrive.
Developed by a physician with a background in
both Eastern and Western medicine, Vemma® unites
the antioxidant-rich power of mangosteen — a fruit
used for centuries by Asian health practitioners for its
nutritional benefits — with rich plant-source minerals,
organic glyconutrient-rich aloe vera and decaffeinated
organic green tea along with a full spectrum of
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Thank you for helping us grow

Mahalo to the following companies who are helping Inspiration
bring together a community of wellness-minded individuals who
reach out and enhance the lives of others.
KAUAI DISTRIBUTION

 %ARLIEST SAFEST DETECTION OF BREAST
DISEASE WITH NO COMPRESSION OR
RADIATION
 ! BREAST CANCER STARTS GROWING UP
TO  YEARS BEFORE IT CAN BEE SEEN
BY MAMMOGRAM 4HERMOGRAPHY
ACCURATELY MONITORS THESE EARLY HEAT
CHANGES
 -AMMOGRAPHY IS ONLY  ACCURATE FOR
WOMEN UNDER  4HERMOGRAPHY IS 
ACCURATE FOR ALL AGES EVEN WITH IMPLANTS
 "Y APPOINTMENT ON /AHU AND +AUAI

LIHUE
Alexander Salon and Day Spa
Curves
Deli and Bread Connection
Kauai Athletic Club
Kauai Business Services
Kauai Chamber of Commerce
Kauai Chiropractic Center
- Ryan Smith
Kauai Community College
Life’s Treasures
Natural Health Center
- Dr. Dubey
Seven Seas Trading Co.
Sone’s Deli
Starbucks
Tip Top Restaurant
Tropic Isle Music Co.
Vim & Vigor
HANALEI/PRINCEVILLE
Papaya’s Natural Foods
KILAUEA
Northshore Pharmacy
WAILUA/KAPAA
Bikram Yoga
Blossoming Lotus
Blossoming Lotus Bakery
Kauai Center for Holistic
Medicine
Papaya’s Natural Foods
Safeway
Seto Building Offices
Sign and Print Machine, Inc
Starbucks
KOLOA/POIPU
Christian Riso Fine Art &
Framing
Kauai Osteopathic
Koloa Library
Poipu Shopping Center
Seasport Divers
KALAHEO
Kalaheo Coffee Co.
WESTSIDE
Eleele Big Save
- Shopping Center
West Side Clinic
Hanapepe Cafe
Hanapepe Library
Storybook Theatre
Aloha and Paradise
Hart Felt Massage
Waimea Big Save
Waimea Plantation Cottages
OAHU DISTRIBUTION
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KAHALA
Umeke
YMCA

WAIKIKI/KAPAHULU
Qinway Qigong Institute
Waikiki Comm. Ctr
Ruffage
Running Room
Unity Church
DOWNTOWN
HONOLULU
Clark Hatch Fitness
Hawaii Wellness Institute
Richards YWCA
Main Library
State Capitol
Holistic Wellness Center of
Hawaii
The Orchid Room
The TFT Center
Open Space Yoga
MOILIILI
Public Library
Kokua Market
Serendipity Books
Lotus Health Center
KAILUA
Bookends
Hina’ea Spa
YMCA
Public Library
Down to Earth
Morning Brew
AIEA/PEARL CITY
Aiea Public Library
Brain Respiration Wellness
Jelly’s
Good Health
P.C. Public Library
KAIMUKI
Coffee Talk
Prosperity Corner
Yoga Hawaii
Native Winds
Public Library
Essential Nurturance
SAAB Hawaii
MIDTOWN HONOLULU
Central YMCA
Borders
Sedona
Sports Authority
House of Health
Photoplant
MANOA
Nuuanu YMCA
It’s a Beautiful Day Kafe
Curves
Manoa Chiropractic
KANEOHE/Kailua
Straub Family Health Center
Public Library

Kokokahi YWCA
Whole Body Therapy
WAIMANALO
Waimanalo Health Center
School and Public Library
HAWAII KAI
Straub Family Health Center
Bikram Yoga
Mililani
Public Library
NORTH SHORE
North Shore Therapeutic
Massage
North Shore Wellness Retreats
Paradise Found Café
Chevron Food Mart
Haleiwa Health Ctr
M. Matsumoto Store
Coffee Gallery
Waialua Public Library
Ka’ala Healing Center
KONA DISTRIBUTION
Kona Dry Cleaners
in the Old Industrial area.
The Club - Kailua-Kona
The Club Aerobics Facility
Kona Natural Foods in the
Crossroads Shopping Center
Borders in Kailua
Makai Chiropractic
Akash Healing Center
MAUI DISTRIBUTION
Crystal Shop - Kihei
Hawaiian Moon Health Foods
- Kihei
Joy’s Healthy Eatery- Kihei
Kihei Medical Center
Lava 405 and Starr Salon- Kihei
Maui Academy of Healing Arts
- Kihei
The Lotus- Yoga Studio- Kihei
The Face Place Spa - Kihei
GNC- Kihei
Mana Foods - Paia
Maui Book Sellers
Studio Maui
Maui Body and Soul Spa
Dr. Doucette Kinesiology Clinic
- Kahului
Advanced Chiropractic/Applied
Kinesiology Clinic
Dr. Debra Greene Office
Blue Bamboo - Wailuku
Unity Church of Maui - Wailuku

Linda S. Masterson

Soul-Purpose Midwife-Astrologer-Coach-Counselor

Are you living your own dream?
If you are facing a pattern or puzzling over an outpicturing or wanting to see your soul’s position in the
timestream, support is available.

By Appointment: 808-651-0307
Creator of The Book of Us by WeddingStarZ: A
thorough customized astrological profile for the
bridal couple. A most unique wedding gift.
www.weddingstarz.com
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Take the GUESS WORK
Out of Preventive Health

Adding Science to Supplementation
REVEAL GENETIC PRE-DISPOSITIONS
& HIDDEN TOXINS THROUGH:
1. Forensic Hair Analyses / CLIA Licensed Labs
(includes mercury)

2. ApoE Alzheimer’s & Atherosclerosis gene Test
(through saliva)
3. PAI-1 – Obesity gene test (through saliva)
4. Clifford Materials Test / reveal 7200 bio-compatible dental materials
(through blood)

Convenient, Safe & Confidential / Gene tests required only once in a lifetime!
Our labs are certified to perform analysis on biological samples

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
contact Graceful Earth Inc. at:
(808) 394-2832
Toll Free: 1-877-697-7300 (Outside Hawaii)
Email : info@gracefulearth.com
www.gracefulearth.com
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10% DISCOUNT
with this ad
NOT AVAILABLE TO NEW YORK RESIDENTS

© Graceful Earth Inc.
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Business Directory

Advertising closing dates for camera ready ads:
March-April 2008 is January 15
May-June 2008 is April 15
July-August 2008 is May 15
Reserve your space today!
Inspiration on the web.
Download this entire issue and recent past issues.
Visit www.inspirationjournal.com
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Never thin enough!
Eating disorders and Homeopathic treatment

by Francine Kanter, CCH, RsHom

D

Dying to be thin has become not just a figure
of speech but also a literal phenomenon in
our culture. As an active individual in our
society, I am aware of many young women
who struggle every day with the obsessivecompulsive tendencies of eating disorders
through starvation, anorexia nervosa or
binge-eating and then vomiting, bulimia.
Statistics reveals a startling picture of eating
disorders in the US:
• Anorexia and bulimia affect nearly 10
million women and 1 million men, primarily
teens and young adults.
• Eating disorders are the most lethal of all
the mental disorders, killing 6 to 13% of
victims, and 87% of who are under the age
of 20.
• Eating disorders can lead to long-term
health complications, including congestion
heart failure, growth retardation, dental
problems, constipation, stomach rupture,
swelling of the salivary glands, anemia, loss
of kidney function, and osteoporosis.
• Between 13 and 20% of college students
report engaging in the binge/purge cycle of
bulimia.
• 70 to 80% of fourth graders report that
they are dieting.
• In the 1970s and ‘80s, anorexia was
regarded as an upper and middle class
problem. More recent studies indicate that it
is increasingly common among all races and
social classes.
An eating disorder reflects an extreme
obsession with body image and food. This
compulsion can be so severe that it becomes

the focus of the person’s entire existence
and cripples their day-to-day functioning.
Everything they think about or plan, socially
and personally, relates to eating, bingeing,
or purging. Then they struggle with the
emotional and physical repercussions that
follow.

with indigestible facts and feelings by eating
or not eating, soothing their hurt through
food. Their self-esteem is based on how well
they control their food intake. If they fail
to control their eating habits, starvation or
purging may follow. This vicious cycle then
repeats itself again and again.

Where does it begin?

Never too thin!

Opinions about the root cause of eating
disorders
vary,
but
most
researchers
agree
that
familial,
societal, interpersonal,
psychological,
and
biochemical factors play
a role in this complex
problem. Often there
is a family history of
eating disorder or severe
obsessive-compulsive
disorder.
Sometimes
there is a history of
having been teased or
ridiculed about size or
weight.

Societal influences and the media play a huge
role in influencing the
manifestation of eating
disorders. In a study
of female Stanford
University students,
68% felt worse about
their
appearance
after looking through
women’s magazines. In
addition, pro-anorexic
web sites on the
Internet motivate and
instruct viewers how
to become the best
anorexic they can be.

In some cases, a form of starvation can begin
as early as birth; that is, when caregivers do
not comfort and nurture a baby, the child
may grow up not knowing how to selfsoothe in a healthy way. Instead, the child
seeks abnormal amounts of external comfort
of relief. Caregivers who do not accurately
listen to, acknowledge, and validate their
charges make it difficult for children to learn
how to value themselves. If a child’s previous
attempts to receive love and attention have
brought disappointment, frustration, or even
abuse, the result may be a distorted, negative
self-image. A young child or adult may turn
to eating disorders as a substitute. They deal

As Homeopaths, we treat the whole person
and not just the symptoms of the eating
disorder, so it is important that we conduct
a comprehensive intake interview to get
the complete symptom picture before
prescribing a remedy. Due to the secretive
nature of this disease, however, the patient
may not share that the eating disorder is their
main complaint. They may only disclose this
after rapport has developed between the
Homeopath and the patient. Once a patient
takes a well chosen homeopathic remedy it
is more likely that they will open up about
their hidden thoughts and behaviors during
subsequent follow-up visits.

Homeopathy’s role!

In my experience, successful treatment of
people with eating disorders takes much
time and persistence on the part of both
the patient and the Homeopath; two to
four years of consistent case management
is common. Although patients should see
some response fairly early in treatment, they
will experience ups and downs even after
improvement begins. A relapse of starving,
bingeing, or purging does not mean that the
patient has reverted to square one. When set
backs occur, I let the patient know that (as
with any addiction) old behaviors can recur
until their body reaches equilibrium and can
withstand the compulsive urges. As their
vital force becomes stronger, relapses will
occur less often. I find this encouragement to
be extremely helpful.
Low self-esteem, insecurity and a need to
be accepted and loved typically lie at the
core of these cases. These patients need a
lot of reassurance and support, especially
when they begin to gain weigh, which can
be very frightening to them. Therapy and
support group is also recommended during
Homeopathic treatment.
A well-chosen Homeopathic remedy can
work wonders to balance their entire system.
When the body is in a state of equilibrium
the compulsions of starving and bingeing,
and the delusions of distorted self-image
begin to lessen.
Francine Kanter, CCH, RsHom, is a Board Certified
Homeopath practicing for over 16 years. Her office is in
Kapaa, Kauai and can be reached at 808-652-2001, email
frkanter@aol.com.
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We invite you

to visit one of Kauai’s most loved services,
Where we protect all animals & Help keep pets with their families

Come Find Out About:

Adopting a new best friend
Training classes for all ages of dogs
Our pet spay-neuter & I.D. FREE services
Private pet boarding
Greeting mainland pets @ Lihue airport
Freddie’s Off Leash Dog Park
Disaster preparation for the whole family
Volunteering opportunities
Tuesday – Friday 8am - 6pm • Saturday – Monday 8am - 4pm
Phone: 632 -0610 • Web: kauaihumane.org
Located at 3-825 Kaumualii Hwy, Lihue on your way to Poipu
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The Story:

Synchronicity,

Life and How My
Art Was Born
I am often asked about
how I came to live
in Hawaii and how I
started creating the art
that I create.
And so the story goes...
In 1999 my mother, whom I was very
close to, passed away very suddenly
in her sleep while taking a nap. When
I was young, she used to teach the hula
out of our home in Toronto, Canada.
She had no Hawaiian blood, just a
love of the Hawaiian culture and a love
of dance. Her stage name was Leilani
and she performed at cultural centers
and shopping malls with her halau.
Upon her passing, my younger brother
decided to get married on Mother’s
Day in Hawaii in honor of our mom
and a weeding on Maui was planned
in a matter of weeks.
During this trip to Maui, I met a total
stranger on Front Street in Lahaina. It
was love at first sight. We smiled and
said quick “aloha”. Over the next five
days, we bumped into each other
another 3 times in different places, once
while driving 50 mph on the other side
of the island in the lanes next to one
another. He waved frantically giving

the shaka sign, trying to
get my attention. When
this happened, I knew
that we were meant to
know one another. Fate
along with some effort
brought us together one
more time on Front Street
and then we began a
long distance relationship
for almost a year, I in
New York City and he
in Lahaina. In 2000, I
decided to move to Maui
to be with him.

September
11th,
2001 was a catalyst
that changed the
course of my life.
Prior to 9-11, I had
a thriving graphic
design business in
the
entertainment
industry with a strong client base in
New York, and I telecommute with
clients between both places. After 911, business flat-lined with a clientele
primarily in NYC and Hawaii, the two
most economically affected parts of
the country (Hawaii having been cut
off from the rest of the country due to

the fear of air travel). It was
devastating. The events of
9-11 and the aftermath left
me financially, spiritually,
and emotionally broken...
emotionally because I was
still very connected to New
York and my clients, friends
and family there. A friend

who escaped from the 70th
floor and a client perished
on the 101st floor of the
World Trade Center. I lived
2 blocks away from the
twin towers and used the
towers to focus on for
meditations. It was
powerful.
So, a shift took
place for me after
9-11 and I decided
that it was time to
follow my heart and create my art. I
thought I might as well be doing what
I absolutely loved and was completely
passionate about. Now, I can truthfully
say that if it weren’t for 9-11, I may
not have ever found my higher path one that has lead me to being able to
share my gifts with others - to share my

art with the world. Through darkness,
there IS light...
Unfortunately my relationship in Maui
did not work out, but he was an angel
that brought me to Hawaii, which in
turn led me to creating my fine art,
which in turn lead me to my higher
path. “Memories of You” is dedicated
to this wonderful man who suddenly
passed away prematurely, at the age
of 49.
My story continues... I create my art
from my heart, observe and ponder
upon all that takes place around it,
wondering what is next - where will
my art take me or whom it will draw
towards me. It’s been an interesting
journey and I know it will continue to
bring even more beautiful memories,
beautiful
people
and
beautiful
experiences into my life that will serve
as inspiration to continue to do what I
do and continue to remind me of why
I am here.
- Carolyn Quan
Carolyn Quan
Fine Art Photo Collage Artist
http://www.carolynquan.com
gallery@carolynquan.com
Published by:
Dream World Media LLC
Honolulu, Hawaii
(808) 667-4362
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